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Efforts on the part of the English Department of Atlanta
University to disseminate the importance of reading and to promote
the teaching of reading throughout the area have been the motivation
for the launching of this study, which has as its aim improvement in
the basic language skills of college students. This experiment, the
first of its kind to be conducted at Miles College, Birmingham,
Alabama, is the result of the participation of the College in the
current movement to meet the needs of the entering freshmen. who are
poorly prepared to adapt themselves adequately to college work.
One of the most obvious needs of the freshmen at Miles College is
the ability to master the basic skills of English. Therefore,
sensing the seriousness of such a condition, and realizing the inter
dependence of the language arts, members of the division of English
sought to appraise the nature of the situation. Consequently, the
present study was launched in order to determine the possible influence
of reading instruction on the students’ performance in the other
language arts~.— writing and speaking.
In the execution of the experiment, assistance was sought
from many sources to which grateful aclcnoviledgoment is made. Appre
ciation is expressed to Mr. J. L. Whiting, Professor of Education and
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Psychology at Morehouse College and Spe]iimn College, for advice and
help in compiling and interpreting statistical data; to Miss
Geraldine Clark, Instructor of Reading, Morehouse College, for valuable
suggestions; and to Dr. N. P. Til].man, Chairman of the English Depart..
ment at Morehouse College and Atlanta University, for offering valuable
suggestions and carefully reading the manuscript. Finally, grateful
appreciation is expressed to the students at Miles College who so
cooperatively participated in the experiment as subjects, and to the
administration of Miles College for making necessary and helpful ad—
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCT ION
Problem.—— This is an experiment launched at Miles College,Birming—
ham, Alabama, in an effort to ascertain to what extent the deficiencies of
the freshmen in the basic skills in English may be reached and reduced
through reading instruction.
Origin of Problem.—— For a period of about eight years at Miles
College, the division of English has attempted to eliminate the language
deficiencies of freshmen by providing for them a remedial course. This
course is called Sub—Freshman English, and is required of all students who
fail to pass the placement test given in English, thus showing a marked
defióiency in the basic language skills——spelling, mechanics of the sen
tence, and vocabulary. The test being used at present for placement
purposes is the Cooperative English Test, Provisional Form OM, the national
norm for which Is 60 (the scaled score) among entering college freshmen.
The course, Sub—Freshman English, is set up on the basis of one
quarter ~ however, it is continued the next two quarters of the school year
for those students who are unable to eliminate the deficiencies in one
quarter. As a remedial measure, Sub—Freshman English has proved very
helpful, to say- the least, in aiding the students in adapting themselvee
to th~ work of the College. Scmie students, however, are unable to elimi
nate their language deficiencies in one quarter, and, in sane cases, in
one year. This condition means, of course, that such students are delayed
in the execution of the English courses required by the College, and are
accordingly weak in other courses. A realization, on the part of the
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division of English, of the inevitable handicap that such conditions
foster represents the first reason for a desire for a method which would
meet, more adequately and more rapidly than the present plan, the needs of
the students in the Sub-Freshman English course.
Moreover, many of the students who pass the placement test, espe
cially those who barely pass it, are unable to manage with a fair degree
of facility the work in English Composition. The reason for this, it has
been found, is that these students have a very definite deficiency in
sentence sense and paragraph development. Very often students are able to
do drills in mechanics almost perfectly without being able to carry the
fundamentals of logical construction and thought development over into their
awn writing and speaking. This condition, therefore, represents the second
reason for the search for a more adequate method of meeting the needs in
English of the freshmen.
The instructors in the division of English at Miles College, being
cognizant of the fact that deficiencies in English on the part of the
students are, no dOubt, reflected in the students’ performance in other
courses, decided that a diagnosis of, and a remedy for, these deficiencies
may be effected through reading instruction, either as a separate course or
in correlation with English or other content courses. Therefore, in the
light of the inefficiencies shown by the students, and because of the feel
ing of the instructors of the division of English that reading instruction
may aid in the elimination of the language deficiencies of the freshmen,
the present study was launched.
Setting of the Problem—— Taking the view that reading “involves the rec
ognition of the important elements in meaning in their essential relations,
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including accuracy, and thoroughness in coznprehension,’~ the investigator
planned in the experiment to provide stimulus and guidance in thought—
getting as a means to better performance, not only in English, but in all
subjects pursued by the students. Consequently, the freshman English
class was chosen as the setting for the present study in which the reading
instruction would be an integral part of the work in the course. The in
vestigation was initiated among the students of English Composition on the
premise ithat if students who pass the placement test show a need for, and
are helped by, reading instruction, then, it would reasonably hold true
that the students in the Sub—Freshmen English course may also be helped in
the elimination of language difficulties through reading instruction.
Purpose.——It is the purpose of this study to ascertain to what ex
tent the deficiencies in English of the freshmen at Miles College may be
approached and reduced through reading instruction.
Scope of the Experiment.—— (1) In order to make a diagnosis of a cross
section group of freshmen in the English classes at Miles College, seventy—
four students were tested in (a) intelligence, (b) reading, and (C) English.
(2) Of the seventy—four students, fifty—two were registered in the regular
freshman English Composition courses, and twenty—two were registered in the
Sub—Freshman English course. (3) The experiment extended over a period of
eight weeks, excluding the initial and final testing periods. (4) Since
the experiment was to be conducted in conjunction with English Composition,
the students for the study were chosen from two of the English Composition
1William S. Gray, ~‘The Nature and Types of Reading,” The Teaching
of Reading, Thirty—sixth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of
Education, Part I (Bloomington, Illinois, 1937), p. 25.
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classes. (5) The experiment was made among thirty of the fifty—two
students tested from the English Composition classes — fifteen each in
the experimental group and the control group. Cs) The scores made by the
students in the two groups on the diagnostic tests given to the cross
section group were used as the initial scores. (7) In the expôriment,
most of the attention was given to comprehension of thought and vocabulary
development, since these areas are basic to all aspects of reading. (8) The
in~truotion was group and individual.
Significance.—— Most educators agree that on all educational levels,
regardless of the method of approach or execution, reading is considered the
most essential skill in the educative process, and serves as the basis for
the integration and association of learning and the general process of life.’
Thus, the classroom teachers are realizing the importance of the training of
students in the most effective methods of attack on different reading activ
ities, helping them to recognize relationships and to perform various forms
of thinking required, helping them to build a precise 1~iowledge of important
technical words, and helping them to recognize their deficiencies and the
need for accurate understanding of reading materials.2
The significance of this study lies in the primary function of educa
tion, which is that of contriving situations in which the individual may be
integrated into a well—rounded, self—adjusted, contributing member of
lGuy L. Bond and Eva Bond, Developmental Reading in High School (New
York, 1941), pp. 1—5.
2Rubh Straaag, Problems in the Improvement of Reading in High School
and Colleg~e (Lancaster, Penn., 1938), p. 112.
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society.1 With this as the ultimate goal, the interdependence of the
language arts is an important factor. Therefore, reading instruction as
a phase of the language arts program, and consequently of education, has
as its function the development of desirable attitudes, and effective hab-.
its and skills, by supplying rich and varied experience. The acceptance of
such a task by educators implies and gives rise to investigations working
toward improvement, especially in this challenging modern age.
Review of the Literature.——The many reports and experiments in read
ing show that varied and intense investigations have been made by educators
in an effort to meet the reading needs of students on all educational levels.
While many of these studies deal with reading as a separate course, the
trend in others is to effect a reading program and guidance in correlation
with other subjects. In fact, points out Goodykoontz, “some persons have
concluded that no separate period for reading needs to be set aside in the
school program.”2 Ruth Strang further points out that although the mechanics
of reading in some remedial programs are kept in mind, the attempt is made
to relate reading to the students’ interest and abilities.3 Studies made
in such a remedial program as this have been made by Witty and Kopel4 who
1Paul Witty and David Kopel, Reading and the Educative Process,
(Boston, 1939), p. 6.
2Bess Goodykoontz, “Relation of Reading to the School Curriculum,”
Recent Trends in Reading, edited by William S. Gray. Conference on Read
ing. Supplementary Educational Monograph Series, No. 49 (Chicago, November,
1939), p. 13.
3Ruth Strang, op. cit., p. 131.
4paul A. Witty and David Kopel, “Motivated Remedial Reading in High
School,” A Preliminary Report, English Journal, XXV (September 1936),
533—43.
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concluded that positive changes in the attitudes of the students rather
than the comparative results of a testing program are better indications
of improvement in reading.
According to results of investigations reported in A High School
Reading Program,1 certain educators have concluded that possibly the most
successful method of integrating reading in the curricult~n has been to
make the work a part of the class work in English or social studies. Bond
and Bond recommend the integration of reading with other courses by stating
that lt since the necessary reading abilities must be developed where they are
needed, it follows logically that reading instruction should be an integral
part of the teaching of each content subject, and should be the responsibil
ity of the teacher of that subject.”2
Whether reading instruction is given in special classes or in corre—
lation with content courses, invariably it has been shown that reading has
a definite influence on the studentst performance in class work. Pressey
and Pros soy conducted an experiment at the University of Ohio from which
they concluded that training college students to read resulted in real
gains in reading ability and in academic work in the case of at least half
of the students who were taking the course.3
Among the investigations in specific areas of reading proficiency,
‘A High School Reading Program, Maryland School Bulletin, Vol. XXII,
No. 3 (~iitimore, Maryland, March, 1941), p. 20.
2Guy Bond and Eva Bond, op. cit., p. 11.
3L. C. Pressey and S. L. Pressey, t1Training College Freshmen to
Read,” Journal of Educational Research, xxi (March, 1930), 203—il.
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those done in vocabulary training show a very great effect of vocabulary
on the whole process of reading, as well as, in some oases, the relation
of vocabulary to scholarship. Significant studies which show the relation
ship of vocabulary to scholarship have been reported by Bernard1 and
Templeman,2 who both pointed out that a student’s scholarship is dependent,
to a great extent, upon his vocabulary, and that the more efficient the
vocabulary, the greater are the possibilities of the student’s scholarship.
Similarly, in an experiment conducted at Atlanta University, Clark3 con—
eluded that as reading improved, scholastic attainment improved.
Eurioh,4 after conducting a series of vocabulary studies, raised the
question as to whether or not it would be expedient to give definite vocab
ulary instruction in all special fields as a part of the diversified
courses being taught now. The question is indicative of a realization of
the importance of vocabulary training in the particular fields of interest.
In outstanding studies in enriching meaning vocabularies, done at the
University of Chicago, Gray and Hoi.mes5 concluded: Cl) that discussion,
explanation, and exchange of ideas develop the speaking vocabulary, (2)
that wide reading in specific centers of interest tend to effect mastery
1llarold W. Bernard, “Some Relationships of Vocabulary to Scholarship,”
School and Society, LI (April, 1940), 494—96.
2William D. Templeme.n, “Vocabulary and Success,” School and Society,
LI (February, 1940), 221—24.
3Geraldine Lan Clark, “A Study in Paragraph Comprehension and Vocab
ulary Development,” Unpublished Master’s thesis, Department of English,
Atlanta University, 1945, p. 40.
4Alvin C. Enrich, The Reading Abilities of College Students (Minne
apolis, 1931), p. 175.
5See Delia B. Kibbe, ~l Enlarging and Enriching Meaning Vocabularies in
Reading,” Recent Trends in Reading, edited by William S. Gray (Chicago,
1939), pp. 72—73.
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of the technical vocabulary in a particular field, and (3) that there is
great value in definite instruction for vocabulary development.
Other studies related to the present investigation deal with the
importance of comprehension in reading and its relation to general success.
Getting the meaning from the printed page has long been considered more im
portant than the rate of speed with which a person reads, but it has boon
found, in some investigations, that comprehension increases as the rate of
speed increases. A significant study in this phase of reading instruction
in correlation with a freshman English class was made by Wise, who succeeded
in aiding the students in (1) developing ability to comprehend with a more
average rate of speed, (2) finding enjoyment in good writing, and (3) coimnu—
nicating ideas effectively in both oral and written composition.1
Fincic concluded that the improvement in ability to read is accompanied
by improved achievement in those subjects which involve a great deal of
reading.2 In another noteworthy study of comprehension in reading, Berry3
directed training in the technical and specific reading comprehension abil
ities, irrespective of the studentst native intelligence and cultural back
ground. The theory behind this study was not in disagreement with that of
Bond and Bond, who state that “power of comprehension is probably more
highly correlated with intelligence than any of the other reading skills.”4
1J. looper Wise, “Florida Plan for Comprehensive Freshman English,11
English Journal, XXVI (May, 1937), 394—404.
2Edgar M. Fiuck, “Relationship of Ability to Read to Success in
Other Subjeots,”~ Elementary School Journal, XXXVI (December, 1935), 260—67.
3Betty Friar Berry, “Improving the Reading Abilities of Freshmen,”
English Journal (College Edition), XX (December, 1931), 824—28.
4Guy Bond and Eva Bond, op. cit., p. 82.
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Rather, it was the aim of Wise to begin where the native intelligence of
the students seemed to stop and improve the necessary techniques of com
prehension.
In recent years the language arts program has taken a prominent
place among the trends in the educative process. Although research is
not yet replete with evidence of the wide use of the language arts program,
its advent into many schools substantiates the validity of the belief, by
educators, in the interrelationship of the phases of communication — read
ing, listening, speaking, and writing. That the integration rather than
the separation of the four phases makes for better results in the process
of education is the foundation for this new teaching, ~ longer”, state
Witty and ICopel, “does the modern teacher conceive the child’s objectives
as being first to learn to read, and later, to read to learn.hhl Rather,
general integration of the language arts, as a means toward integration in
life, meets more adequately the needs in the educational process. Evalyn
Bayle emphasizes the fact that “language is the medium through which thought
is received. The writer translates his thoughts into language, and the
reader translates the language back to thought.”2 The language arts pro
gram, therefore, although new, indicates an innovation embracing the idea
of the integration of reading with the other skills of the language process,
as a solution to the problem of education.
Regardless of the methods used in investigative studies and reading
programs, the plentiful research indicates that ~ho. students who are not
1Paul Witty and David Kopel, Reading and the Educative Process,
p.302. -
2E~1yn Bayle, “The Relation of Language Arts to the Improvement of
Reading,” Recent Trends in Reading, edited by William S. Gray (Chicago,
1939), p. 94.
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reading well may be aided through well—planned purposeful work on the




Preliminary S~ps.— Prior to the initiation of this study, no
specific measures of appraisal of the reading abilities of the students
had been nade at Miles College, although reading deficiency on the part
of the students had been sensed by certain of the instructors through
their own classroom procedures or conferences with students. Therefore,
as a preliminary step, in order to secure objective data in opening the
present study of the reading abilities as they relate to the deficiencies
in English of the freshmen at Miles College, it was necessary to make a
general cross section appraisal of the students so that a diagnosis of the
needs could be clearly ascertained. To this end, eighty—five of the
ninety—eight students registered in the freshman English classes were given
the reading test. Because of absences and difficulties in the schedule,
only seventy—four of the ninety—eight students were given the whole series
of tests; fifty—two wore taking English Composition, and twenty—two were
taking Sub-Freshman English.
The Iowa Silent Reading Test, New Edition, Advanced: Form Cm, was
used to measure the reading abilities of the group. The Otis Self—Ad
ministering Test of Mental Ability, Higher Examination, Form A, was given
in order to get a view of the students’ abilities, as well as to make
possible equitable matching of the students in choosing the subjects for
the experimental and control groups on the basis of intelligence scores.
Inasmuch as the experiment was being conducted in January, which was about
one quarter and a half after the placement of the students in the respective
11
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English courses in September, 1945, the Cross English Test, Form A, was
given to note the performance of the students in English at the tine of
the opening of the experiment. This was done in order to secure a more
accurate measure of achievement during the instruction period after the
final testing.
Description of the Tests—is The Iowa Silent Reading Tests, Advanced:
Forms Cm and Din, were used for the initial and final testing, respectively.
The two forms are equal in difficulty, and aim to cover a wide range of
the skills known to be indispensable to effective reading of the work—study
type, and to ascertain weaknesses and strengths of students for instruction
al purposes.
The Iowa Silent Reading Test measures three broad areas of silent
reading abilities; namely, (1) rate of reading at a controlled level of
comprehension, (2) comprehension of words, poetry, sentences, paragraphs,
and longer articles, and (3) ability to use skills required in locating
information. The above mentioned areas are given in seven subtests, re
quiring a total testing time of forty—five minutes. Copies of the Iowa
Silent Reading Test, Advanced: Forms Cm and Din, may be found in the
Appendix.
Forms A and B of the Cross English Test were used in the initial
and final testing, respectively. The two forms are equal in difficulty,
and cover the use of expressions commonly employed in speaking and writing.
Copies of the two forms of the Cross English Test may be found in the
Appendix.
The purpose of the test is to obtain an accurate, objective measure
of the ability of students to use correctly the common English forms in
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order (1) to compare the ability of the individual with others in the
class, (2) to determine special needs of the students for certain kinds of
instruction, and (3) to measure the progress of a student or a class in
learning the correct forms of English,
The highest possible score on the Cross English Test is 187. The
test is divided into eight parts which include exercises in (1) spelling,
(2) pronunciation, (3) sentence recognition, (4) punctuation, (5) verb forms,
(6) pronoun forms, (7) idiomatic expressions, and (8) miscellaneous faulty
expressions.
The Otis Self—Administering Test measures the intelligence of college
freshmen, It includes seventy—five items, which are varied in nature and
often uniquely require logical thinking.
Selection and Description of Students.—— After the computation of the
findings of the diagnostic tests given to the group of seventy-four students,
thirty of them were selected for the study, and matched on the basis of in
telligence scores; fifteen made up the experimental group, and fifteen made
up the control group. The mean score for the experimental group was 94.5,
and the mean score for the control group was 94.1. This shows that the
groups were matched fairly evenly. The intelligence scores for the experi
mental group ranged from 86 to 105; and for the control group 85 to 104. In
each group, according to the test, twelve of the subjects were of:norms.1
ability, and three were considered dull, with intelligence scores ranging
from 85 to 88. The age range in each group was from 16 to 24.
At the beginning of the experiment, data concerning the personality
and environment were obtained for the members of the experimental group,
and recorded in individual folders. Items in the data included: (1) family
history, (2) physical condition, (3) schools attended, and (4) reading
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interests,1 (5) samples of the written work done at the beginning of the
experiment, and (6) test results of the three tests taken in connection
with the experiment.
From the results of the Iowa Silent Reading Test, Advanced: Form
Cm, given to the group of seventy—four students, the scores of the members
of the experimental group and the control group were isolated, and the
reading difficulties of the members of the experimental group were ascer
tained and studied. The mean for each area of the test was computed, and
it was found that the students’ performance was lowest in paragraph com
prehension, word meaning, sentence meaning, and speed. Therefore most of
the attention was given to those areas during the instructional period.
Of these areas, however, comprehension, and word meaning wero~ considered
basic to all the others.
Initial Test Scores for the ~o Groups.—— The scores made on the
general diagnostic tests were retained as the initial scores in the ex
periment for the two groups. This was done because the subtest~ of the
Iowa Silent Reading Test and the Cross English Test sufficiently pointed
out the conspicuous lacks of the students.
1The items for the reading inventory were taken from ~‘ Thinking
About English in High Schools and Colleges,’1 Committee Report by Members
of the Workshop in English for Teachers in Southern Schools and Colleges




Before beginning any instructional procedure in the experiment, the
investigator held individual conferences with each member of the expori-.
mental group, and discussed the results of the initial reading and English
tests. The studentsT weaknesses and strengths were pointed out, and the
cooperation of each person in the experiment was solicited.
Methodology.—— Basically, the methodology of the instruction of this
study involved the use of the textbook supplemented by additional reading
materials. The phases of the instructional method included (1) systematic
development of habits and skills, (2) comprehension and interpretation,
(3) vocabulary development, and (4) logical thinking.
Time.-— One hour and a half each week was devoted to directed work
in the Developmental Reading Manual; one hour to word study and sentence
meaning, one hour to formal debates, or informal discussions on current
problems; one hour to written expression, and one hour to miscellaneous
activities, including general questions regarding the work of the course,.
criticism of themes, summaries, and precis.
The training period was started January 11, 1946, and ended March 8,
1946, making a total of eight weeks. The class met Monday through Friday
each week for one hour.
Materials.—— The material used in the experiment were (1) A Complete
Course in Freshman English, Harry Shaw (New York: Harper and Brothers,
1940); (2) A. Deve~~mental Reading Manual, S. Vincent Wilking and Robert G.
- 15
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Webster (New York::. Houghton Mifflin Company, 1943); (3) The Reader’s
Digest (College Edition); and (4) miscellaneous material from other
magazines, newspapers, and books. A Con~plete Course in Freshman English
consists of Book I (the rhetoric), which treats the rhetorical principles,
and contemporary methods and practices; Book II (the handbook), which is a
tool for correctness in usage; and Book III (the reader), which consists of
diversified, representative readings exemplifying the dominant literary
types. The Developmental Reading Manual1 was chosen as the reading text
book for the experiment, because it aims to improve the reading ability of
the college student to such an extent that he will be able to do his assign
ments more efficiently. The exercises are based on five important reading
techniques: namely, thorough reading, speeded reading, vocabulary building,
skimming, and associational reading. The College Edition of The Reader’s
Digest furnished current reading materials of a wide variety, and exercises
helpful in the development of language arts, especially reading and writing.
Sistematic development of habits and skills.—— In the Manual the
thorough reading exercises are based on materials taken from typical college
textbooks of the various fields, as well as from primary sources. For the
enhancement of thorough reading the Manual provides several types of exer
cises: C].) finding topic sentences, (z) choosing main ideas, (3) listing
details, and (4) visualizing by drawing a rough diagram of a scene or route
taken in a short selection.
In the speeded reading exercises the students read against time, and
checked their own comprehension by objective questions found in the answer
1flereafter referred to as the Manual.
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section. The students computed their own rate of reading speed by divid
ing the number of words in the selection by the minutes required in the
reading. The articles varied in length frmi 750 to 800 words. At the
beginning of the experiment the average rate of speed for the members of
the experimental group was 190 words per minute.
In order to provide varied and current material in the speeded read.
ing exercises, The Reader’s Digest, which is provided with exercises in
speed, was used to supplement the exercises in the Manual.
~kinuning exercises included in the Manual were based on the follow—
ing purposes: (1) for a specific reference, (2) for data to reinforce an
argument, (3) in order to classify diverse material, (4) to discover mate
rial -relevant to a subject, (5) to discover bias or prejudice, and (6) to
discover similarity with or difference frc~n another source. The students
were taught that skimming should be done only in connection with these
purposes, and were warned against indiscriminate skimming.
The last kind of reading technique taught for the development of
systematic habits and skills was associational -reading. This technique
depends on the skills in the other techniques, for it implies the inte
gration of past and present experience. The exercises were of two types:
first, problems based on the general fields of English, history, and
science in which the students, after understanding the problem, read the
given selections and labeled them Ci) helpful, (2)- partly helpful, (3)
not helpful; the second type of exercise dealt with drawing inferences
from the reading of the selection as well as on the basis of personal or
vicarious experience. These exercises proved to be difficult for the
students, but after several exercises the students improved in facility in
doing them.
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Comprehension and interpretation.—— Of necessity many exercises
designed particularly for development of systematic habits and skills,
aided the students in comprehension and interpretation. From the Manual
the exercises based on the selection of main ideas and visualizing were
used as drills in comprehension and interpretation. These exercises were
supplemented by the material in the Digest. The students wrote~ summaries
of their favorite articles, and each student was given the work of another
to correct and criticize. Informal discussion of the summaries revealed to
the students the errors in reporting, and illogical sequence in writing.
After the summaries were checked by the students, the investigator re
checked them and noted the results, A Complete Course in Freshman English,
the textbook, furnished readings such as, “A Piece of String,” “Night Club,”
“Municipal Report,” and “Salesmanship.” In some exercises the students were
required to read and summarize these works; in others they skimmed the
stories for specific information, such as descriptive elements. The writing
of character sketches from the stories proved to be very helpful, not only
in interpretation, hut in causing the students to make use of descriptive
words in their vocabularies.
The oral activities fostered in the experiment were debates, informal
discussions, and panel discussions on current problems. The students
made use of the English textbook for the ascertainment of the fundamental
procedures and practices of formal debates and panel discussions; the
Di~~ and other magazines and newspapers, supplied by the Library, were
sources of current materials given as evidence in defending a proposition,
or as supplementary data on a phase of some current issue. It was necessary
for the students to read widely in preparation for this work. Some of
the subjects suggested by the students and used in this phase of the
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experiment were:
1.. Should the United States enact a system of compulsory military
training?
2. Should the secret of the atomic bomb be shared with Russia?
3. Should all college students be requir~ed to take a foreign
language?
4. Should sex education be taught in the classroom?
In conferences with the investigator several of the students were proud
to say that they had utilized their new kaowledge of skimming and doing
associational reading in working out the oral assignments.
Vocabulary development.—— In addition to the training in vocabulary
that naturally grew out of the exercises in comprehension and interpreta
tion, separate vocabulary exercises based on the etymological study of
words were given in the Manual. The students learned the affixes, given
in the appendix, by using in sentences words in which the affixes were
found. After choosing words indicative of the use of certain affixes, the
students checked their lists with the dictionary, thus getting practice in
systematic, purposeful use of the dictionary. In other exercises, the stu
dents supplied the missing words in sentences by using the given root.
As the experiment progressed, the investigator was conscious of the
fact that the etymological study of words is beneficial, but often limits
the students to a vague’ sense of meaning, because it fails to give a
functional knowledge that can be ~ttained through the study of words from
the standpoint of context. The fact that one’s reading ability grows
through experience, places the bulk of responsibility on the functional
rather than the etymological knowledge of words. That the language is a
living one is reiterated in the theories of the modern linguists, who
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advocate the semantic and connotative approach to words rather than the
etymological approach. They contend that the understanding of words a—
gainst the social background, their many—sidedness, their mutability, their
interdependence one on another is the factor which ultimately makes for
better understanding among the nations of the world. Therefore each teacher
of the language should teach vocabulary in a functional manner in connection
With th5 development of other skills rather than as an isolated perfunctory
drill on words.1
In the light of the importance of the contextual meaning of words, the
investigator made use of the textbook in English and The Reader’s Digest as
sources of words in vocabulary development. The students selected from their
favorite articles in the ~4gest, or from selections in the textbook, the
difficult words. They attempted to get the meaning of the words~ first by
the contextual use, and in cases where this could not be done the students
found the meaning in the dictionary which corresponded ~pst nearly to the
contextual use of the words. In other exercises the students learned the
meaning of specially designated words from the use in the context only-. In
connection with these exercises, synonyms, antonyms, and shades of meaning
were discussed. Some of the new words learned in this phase of the experi
ment are: drivel, altercation, factious, acumen, lurid, limpid, absconded,
acclivity, unalloyed, enigma, commiserate.
1See Leonard Bloomfield, Language (New York, 1933), pp. 139—57, 425—
43; Stuart Chase, The Tyraimy of Words (New York, 1938), pp. 353—60; Isaac
Goldberg, The Wonder of Words (New York, 1938), pp. 250—74; Irving J. Lee,
Language Habits in Human Affairs (New~York, 1941), pp. 1—12, 35—51; Margaret
Schlauch, The Gift of Tongues (New York, 1942), pp. 109-32; Robert Warnock,
Using Good English (Chicago, 1944), pp. 176—77.
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From the English textbook the students analyzed the meaning of cer
tain olich6s, because of the frequency with which they occur in writing
and speaking. Though some of them are considered trite and hackneyed, the
meaning of such phrases is important to those who are in the process of
reading improvement as it related to the other language arts of speaking and
writing. Examples of the clichés attacked are:
1. method in his madness
2. utopia of success
3. checkered career
4. conspicuous by its absence
5. epic struggle
6. captain of industry
7. alpine heights of success
The work throughout the experiment was systematized so that oppor
tunity was given for development of all of the language arts — reading,.
listening, writing, and speaking, because the investigator realized the
interdependence of the phases for improved performance.
Student Responses
In the main, the student reaction was very favorable. Naturally
some of the activities were accompanied by better responses than others.
For example, the oral discussions and debates provoked better response
than did the exercises in si~unmarizing and skinm~ing. This is no indication
that poor work was done in the latter activities, because throughout the
experiment consistent progress was noted. The students generally made
conscious effort in oral and written expression to use words that had
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been learned from the exercises. The students’ enhanced consciousness of
logical thinking often caused very heated, yet helpful, discussion in the
exercises designed for that purpose.
Final Testing
At the end of the eight—week period of instruction, the Iowa Silent
Reading Test, Advanced: Form Din, and the Cross English Test, Form B, were
administered to the experimental group and the control group. The in
terpretive data, including the statistical tables and diagrams, are given
in Chapter IV. Case studies were made of the students who made the high
est and lowest scores on the final test.
Case Studies
Case I is a native of Birmingham, Alabama, and is eighteen years old.
She has ten sisters and brothers, and only one parent, the mother, living.
In spite of the large family, her home life is fairly smooth. Case I
received her elementary and secondary education in the public school system
of Birmingham, and has been considered always a good student. Her travel
ing has been confined to cities within the state of Alabama, including
Montgomery and Mobile. Since early in her life, she has had the ambition
to become a nurse, but was too young to be admitted to nurse training upon
graduation from high school. She is interested in books of adventure,
romance, humor, and drama; however, her reading in college has been con
fined almost wholly to textbooks, newspapers, and periodicals. Dancing,
sewing, reading, and listening to the radio are her favorite pastime
activities. According to a very recent physical examination, her health is
generally good and her eyes are in good condition.
In the initial test her reading score was 172, or equivalent to the
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grade level of 12.4. Such a score proves that she was already reading at
a fairly adequate level for freshman college work, but her reading profile
on the initial test showed that her weakest areas wore vocabulary, para
graph comprehension, and poetry comprehension. This result has been
attflbuted to limited training rather than a lack of ability, for her
intelligence score was 98, which is fairly normal. On the initial English
test her score was 139, which was the highest in the group. It was noted
that her performance in the areas on sentence structure and punctuation
was weak. This weakness, it was revealed in the oxperiment~,was due to
carelessness because her prepared written work and oral expression indi
cated that she is capable of mastering work on the freshman level. At the
conclusion of the experiment much improvement was noted, for in the final
testing her reading score was 183, which is well above the grade level of
13, an improvement of eleven points; and 143 on the English test, an im
provement of four points. Throughout the experiment improvement in sen
tence structure and punctuation was noted; her very pronounced tendency to
be careless was modified considerably by the end of the experiment.
Case II is a young man twenty-four years old, born in Birmingham,
Alabama. He lives with his parents, and has one brother, who served in
the Air Corps during the war. The father is a merchant, owning a fairly
lucrative grocery business. Case II received his elementary and secondary
school training in the public schools of Birmingham and was considered a
poor student. He has always shown a groat interest in social activities,
caring very little for reading of any kind, especially that that would
naturally be done in the preparation of assignments. In spite of a de
formed hand, he reveals no sensitiveness.
Months before the initial testing, in a conference with the
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investigator who was also his English teacher, he confessed a very great
need for reading instruction by saying that he could not read. He lacked
the power of concentration and comprehension unless he read a given
passage several tunes. On the psychological test, his score was 87; this
placed .hizn in the category designated as dull. His reading score was
135, or equivalent to the grade level of 5.9. The test revealed that he
was weak in all areas of the reading skills. On the initial English test,
his score was 113 out of a possible 187. His attitude toward his condition,
however, was very good; realizing his difficulties, he expressed the desire
for improvement and showed an inclination toward remedying his condition.
In the final testing, his score on the Iowa Silent Reading Test was 144, or
equivalent to grade 7. This is an improvement of one year and one month.
On the final English test his score was 125, an improvement of twelve points.
CHAPTER IV
EVALUATION
The statistical data derived from the initial and final testing
given to the experimental and control group are the basis for the evalua-.
tion of this study.
Initial Test Results
According to the results of the Otis Self—Administering Teat of ILen—
tel Ability, the experimental group and the control group were fairly equal
in intelligenc, at the beginning of the experiment. This is shown in the
fact that the mean score for the experimental group was 94.5, and for the
control group 94.1— a difference of only .4, in favor of the experimental
group. The individual scores of the students in the experimental group
ranged frc*n 105 to 86, and those of the students in the control group
ranged from 104 to 85. These individual scores fail in the psychological
designations of normal and dull, W~ich shows that, according to the test,
none of the students were superior in ability. In fact, only five students
in each group made scores ranging froa 97 (the lowest normal score) up.
Therefore, the subjects in the experiment were in the main below normal on
the basis of the test. However, since the test is a verbal test, it is
logical to assume that the performance on the test by the students was
greatly affected by their reading deficiencies. Table 1 shows the psycho
logical scores, initial reading and English acres, and the Means of the




COMPARATIVE fl~ITIAL SCORES OF MATCHED GROUPS ON THE
OTIS SELF—ADMINISTERING MENTAL TEST, I~A SILENT
READING TEST, AND CROSS ENGLISH TEST
Pair Psychà. Test Scores Reading TestSoores English Scores —
No. Exper. Control Exper.’ Control Exper. ‘- Control
Group Group Group Group Group Group
1 105 104 166 176 135 129
2 103 104 149 163 66 138
3 101 102 164 166 125 134
4 98 99 172 153 139 143
5 98 98 173 189 131 1.2
6 96 96 144 154 119 115
7 94 94 160 146 85 121
8 94 93 159 148 116 101
9 94 92 168 135 123 111
10 93 91 167 142 141 58
11 92 90 154 135 133 121
12 90 90 137 131 129 110
13 88 88 161 149 102 104
14 87 87 135 148 113 114
15 86 85 137 123 130 112
Mean 94.5 94.1 156.24 150.38 119,01 115.41
The Iowa Silent Reading Test, Advanced:. Form Cm, was administered as
the initial reading test. The initial mean silent reading score for the
experimental group was 156.24, and that of the control group was 150.38.
The difference between the means of the experimental group and the control
group was 5.8. This difference in favor of the experimental group was 3.8
per cent of the mean of the control group.
The Cross English Test, Form A, was administered as the initial
English test. The initial mean score for the experimental group was 118.9,
and for the control group 115.3. The difference between the means of the
two groups on the initial test was 3.60. The difference in favor of the
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experimental group was 3.1 per cent of the mean of the control group.
This statistical interpretation shows that in spite of the slight
differences on the reading and English scores in favor of the experimental
group, the groups were comparatively equal according to the psychological
scores, 94.5 and 94.1 for the experimental group and the control group,
respectively. The fairly evenly matched psychological scores indicate
that there were even chances of improvement in the two groups. Table 2
shows a comparison of th~ reading and English scores made on the initial
tests by the two groups.
TABLE 2
A CC~PARI8ON OF THE READING AND ENGLISH SCORES MADE ON THE
INITIAL TEST BY THE EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS
Pair Reading.Test Scores Differ— Test Scores Differ—
No. Exper. Control ence Exper. Control ence
Group Group Group Group
1 166 176 —10 135 129 6
2 149 163 —14 66 138 —72
3 164 166 — 2 125 134 — 9
4 172 153 19 139 143 — 4
5 173 189 —16 131 122 9
6 144 154 —10 119 115 4
7 160 146 14 85 121 —36
8 159 148 U 116 101 15
9 168 135 33 123 in 12
10 167 142 25 141 58 83
11 154 135 19 133 121 12
12 137 131 6 129 110 19
13 161 149 12 102 104 — 2
14 135 148 —13 113 114 — 1
15 137 123 14 130 112 18
Mean 156.24 150.38 5.86 119.01 115.41 — 3.60
Final Test Results
At the end of the experiment, the Iowa Silent Reading Test, Advanced:
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Form Di~was administered to the experimental group and the control group.
Table 3 shows the results of this testing, giving a comparison of the two
groups in reading and English, together with the individual raw scores,
means, and differences. The final mean score for the experimental group was
165.96, and for the control group 151.51. The difference between the two
mean scores was 14.45. The difference in favor of the experimental group
was 9.5 per cent of the mean of the control group. At the initial testing
the difference between the means, in favor of the experimental group, was
5.8 or 3.8 per cent of the mean of the control group; in the final testing
the difference, in favor of the experimental group, of 9.5 per cent of the
mean of the control group is an increase of 5 • 7 per cent of the mean of the
control group.
TABLE 3
A COMPARISON OF THE READING AND ENGLISH SCORES MA.DE ON THE
FINAL TEST BY THE EXPER]~ENTAL AR]) CONTROL GROUPS
Pair Reading Test Scores Differ— English Test Soores Differ—
No. Exper. Control ence Exper. Control ence
Group Group Group Group
1 179 182 — 3 140 135 5
2 158 170 —12 112 136 —24
3 170 176 — 6 129 122 7
4 183 164 19 141 153 —12
5 179 185 — 6 135 112 23
6 168 143 25 119 120 — 1
7 165 140 25 117 109 8
8 168 140 28 128 107 21
9 168 142 26 124 104 20
10 171 142 29 155 78 77
11 169 135 34 127 105 32
12 148 140 8 130 115 15
13 168 153 15 102 109 — 7
14 144 143 1 125 112 13
15 154 120 34 132 93 39
Mean 165.96 151.51 14.45 128.27 113.88 14.38
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The Cross English Test, Form B, was administered to the two groups
after the instruction period of eight weeks for the experimental group.
Table 3 shows the results of this testing, including the individual raw
scores of the subjects, the means, and the differences between the means.
In the final testing the mean scores for the experimental group and con
trol group were 128.27 and 113.88, respectively. The difference between
the means is 14.38. The difference between the mean of the experimental
group and the mean of the control group on the final test, in favor of
the experimental group, was 12.6 per cent of the mean of the control
group. The difference between the moans in favor of the experimental group
in the initial test was 3.1 per cent of the mean of the control group. The
final percentage of 12.6 represents a gain of 9.5 per cent in favor of the
experimental group.
Comparison of Test Results
A comparison of the individual raw scores made on the initial and
final reading tests by the experimental group shows that progress was made
by all members of the group except one; the status of this student remained
the same throughout the experiment. In the control group, seven students
made gains; six retrogressed; and two made no progress. The initial mean
score for the experimental group was 156.24, and for the control group
150.38; the final mean score for the experimental group was 165.96, and for
the control group 151.51. This means that there was a gain of 9.72 points
by the experimental group and 1.13 points by the control group.
The gain in reading of the experimental group evaluated in terms of
the length of time of the experiment reveals the value of training. For
example, for the norms between grades 12 and 13, the expected gain during
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the nine—month period between the two grades without special training is
7.8 points.1 In this experiment the gain of the experimental group in
eight weeks was 9.7 points, which is a gain of 1.92 points over the ex
pected gain of 7.8 points for a school year under ordinary circumstances.
Table 4 shows a comparison of reading scores for the experimental group and
the control group, end the gain or loss made by each student.
TABLE 4
(~OMPARISON OF THE INITIAL AND FTMAL READING SCORES FOR ThE
EX1~RThIENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS, SH~fING GAIN OR LCSS
MADE BY EACH STUDENT, AND THE MEAN SCORES
~ir Experimental (~ot~p Gain Control Group Gain
No. Initial Test Final Test or Initial Test Final Test or
Form Cm Form Dm - Loss Form Cm Form Dm Loss
1 166 179 13 176 182 6
2 149 158 9 163 170 7
3 164 170 6 166 176 10
4 172 183 1]. 153 164 11
5 173 179 6 189 185 — 4
6 144 168 24 154 143 —U
7 160 165 5 148 140
8 159 168 9 148 140 — &
9 168 168 0 135 142 7
10 167 171 4 142 142 0
11 154 169 15 135 135 0
12 137 148 11 131 140
13 161 168 7 149 153
14 135 144 9 148 143
15 137 154 — 17 123 120 — 3
Mean 156.24 —_125.96 150.38 151.51
A comparison of the individual raw scores made on the initial and
final English tests by the experimental group shows that progress was made
1Aocording to the norm scores issued by the authors of the Iowa Silent
Reading Test, the norm score for the twelfth grade level is 173.3, and for
the thirteenth grade level 181.1. The difference of 7.8 indicate8 the ex—
peoted~gain for the nine.’month period between the two grade levels.
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by all members except two; the status of these two students remained the
same throughout the experiment • In the control group ten students made
gains and five retrogressed. The initial mean score for the experimental
group was 119.01, and for the control group 115.41; the final mean score
for the experimental group was 128. 27, and for the control group 113.88.
This means that there was a gain of 9.26 points by the experimental group,
and a retrogression of 1.53 points for the control group. Table 5 shows
a comparison of the initial and final English scores made by the two
groups, including the loss or gain made by each student.
TABLE 5
CCNP.ARISON OF TRE INITIAL AND FINAL READING SCORES FOR THE
EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS, SHGVING GAIN OR LOSS
MADE ~Y EACH STUDENT, AND THE MEAN SCORES
Evaluated in terms of time spent in
gained by the experimental group indicate
the experiment, the 9.26 points
the significance of training.
Pair Experimental Group Gain - Control Group — Gain
No. form A Form B or : Form A ~orm B -
Cross Eng. Croes~Eng Loss Cross Eng. Cross Eng Loss
Exam. Exam. Exam Exam
1 135 140 5 129 - 135
2 66 112 46 138 136 —2
3 125 1219 4 134 122 —12
4 139 141 2 143 153 10
5 131 135 4 122 112 —10
6 119 119 0 115 120 5
7 85 117 32 121 109 12
8 116 128 12 101 107 6
9 123 124 1 lii 104: — 7
10 141 155 14 58 78 20
11 133 137 4 121 105 —16
12 129 130 1 110 115 5
13 102 102 0 104 109 5
14 113 125 12 114 112 2
15 130 132 2 112 93 17
Mean 119.01 128.27 115.41 113.88
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For example, the expected gain for the norms between grades eleven and
twelve1 is 6 points in the nine—month period. The 9.26 points made by
the experimental group represent a gain of 3.26 points over the gain of
6 points expected in the nine—month period without specific training.
It is difficult to attribute all of the progress made by the ex
perimental group to the training received in the experiment, because
there may have been other influences which affected the performance. How
ever, it is reasonable to conclude from the comparison of the two groups
that the improved reading efficiency of the students of the experimental
group was due,largely, to the special training in the experiment. Figures
1, 2, 3, and 4 show a comparison of the means of the total scores in read—
ing and English on the initial and final tests. See page 33.
In the specific areas taught, paragraph comprehension and vocabulary
developaent, the results indicate that the experimental group advanced
beyond the control group. While the control group made slight gains, the
greater gains made by the experimental group show that training enhances
the performance more rapidly and more noticeably. Figure 5 shows a com
parison of the performance of the experimental group and the control group
in comprehension and vocabulary development. See page 34.
Though the rate of speed in reading was not of primary importance in
the experiment, the average rate of speed of the experimental group improved
from 190 to 225 words per minute by the end of the instructional period.
1The norm scores for these grades were taken from the norm sheet
issued by the author of the Cross English Test. For grade eleven the
norm score is 138, and for grade twelve the norm score is 144. The dif
ference of 6 points between the two grades indicates the expected gain
under ordinary circumstances for the nine—month period between the two
grades.
INITIAL TEST~ING
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Figure 1 — A Comparison of the Figure 2 — A comparison of the
mean scores of the initial mean scores of the initial
reading test. English test.
FINAL TESTING
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Figure 3 — A oc~nparison of the Figure 4 - A comparison of the
mean scores of the final reading mean scores of the final English
test, test
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(3) Initial Paragraph Comprehension
Comparison
(4) Final Paragraph Comprehension
Comparison
Figure 5 — Comparison of the two groups in the areas of vocabulary
and comprehension before and after the experiment.
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C~aparison of Grades of the Two Groups
The academic grades made in the content courses by both the experi
mental and control groups validate the assumption that academic performance
is influenced by the reading ability of the individual, and that the more
efficient the reader the greater are the possibilities in scholarship.1
Tables 6 and 7 show the academic grades attained in science, math
ematics, French, English, and history by the members of the experimental
TABLE 6
MARKS ATTAINED BY THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
IN CONTENT COURSES
Pero~e of Grades Attained
A B C D F Total
Mid-Quarter 4 8 50 24 14 100
Quarter 6 12 51 22 9 100
group and the control group for the first six weeks of the winter quarter
(the beginning of the experiment), and grades made at the end of the
quarter (the end of the experiment).
1Geraldine Lan Clark, qp. cit., p. 40.
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TAJ3LE 7
MARKS ATTAINED BY THE CONTROL GROUP
IN CONTENT COURSES
Percentage of Grades Attained
A B C D F Total
Mid—Quarter 2 36 44 6 12 100
Quarter 6 38 34 8 14 100
At the mid-quarter, or the beginning of the experiment, 62 per cent
of the experimental group and 82 per cent of the control group made grades
of C or above. This means that 38 per cent of the experimental group and
18 per cent of the control group made below C the first six weeks of the
quarter. At the end of the quarter the experimental group showed an in
crease of 7 per cent and the control group showed a decrease of 4 per cent
in grades of C or above. The F’s before the experiment for the experimental
group were 14 per cent of the total percentage of grades, but at the end of
the experiment they were only 9 per cent of the total—a reduction of 36
per cent of the F’s made at the beginning of the experiment by the group.
The F’s for the control group at the beginning of the experiment represented
12 per cent of the total grades made by the group; at the end of the ex
periment the F’s for the group represented 14 per cent of the total grades——
an increase of 12 per cent of the percentage of F’s nude by the group e~t
the beginning of the experiment. The improvement as shown by the experi—




The following conclusions are drawn from the data obtained in the
experiment: (1) Reading instruction can improve the reading proficiency
of students. (2) Intense reading instruction made the students more
conscious of their use of English, and consequently, improved their use
of the basic language skills. (3) As reading improved, academic attain
ment improved. (4) Reading is interrelated to the performance of the
students in the other language arts —— writing and speaking.
Implications
The immediate conclusions drawn from the data obtained in the
experiment reveal the following implications: (1) that there is relation
ship between reading proficiency and academic performance; (2) that the
language arts, reading, speaking, writing, and listening~are integral parts
of communication rather than separate entities; (3) that students should
be made conscious of the specific reading skills necessary for the various
content courses; and (4) that motivated activities in which the students
participate stimulate independent and logical thinking.
CR&PTER V
SUMMARY AND RECC~AMENDATI ONS
The purpose of this study was to ascertain whether the deficiencies
in the basic, skills in English of the freshmen at Miles College could be
approached and reduced through reading instruction.
As a preliminary procedure, in order to get a general view of the
abilities and skills in reading and English of the freshmen, seventy—four
students from the freshman English classes were tested in three areas ——
intelligence, reading, and English. Fifty—two of the students tested were
registered in English Composition, and twenty—two were registered in Sub—
~reshman English.
Thirty students selected from the English Composition classes were
used in this study: fifteen made up the experimental group and fifteen the
control group. The students of the experimental group were matched with
those of the control group on the basis of the intelligence scores,
In the initial testing the Iowa:. Silent Reading Test, Advanced: Form
Cm, and the Cross English Test, Form A,wore administered. The results of
these tests showed that the experimental group had a very slight advantage
over the control group, but the chances for improvement were equal since
the intelligence scores were practically the same.
The training period of the experiment was eight weeks in length, be
ginning January 11, 1946, and ending March 8, 1946. One hour of instruc
tion was given to the experimental group five days a week. The experiment
was conducted during the regular English Composition class period.
The instruction of the experiment was centered around three basic
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phases: Ci) systematic development of habits and skills, (2) ccim~rehen—
sion and interprei~aion, and (3) vocabulary development. The materials
used in the experiment were: (1) A Complete Course in Freshman English,
Harry Shaw (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1940); (2) A Developmental
Reading Manual, S. Vincent Wilking and Robert G. Webster (New York: Hough—
ton Mifflin Company, 1943); (3) The Reader’s Digest (College Edition); and
(4) miscellaneous materials from other magazines, newspapers, and books.
In the development of habits and skills, the Manual was used basically for
the exercises in thorough reading, speeded reading, etymological word study,
skimming, and associational reading. The Reader’s Digest furnished supple
mentary material of a current nature £or these exercises. For comprehension
and interpretation, the textbook in English, the ~gest, the Manual, and
outside materials were used. The students participated in formal debates,
panel discussions, and informal discussions based on their comprehension and
interpretation reading material. The writing of summaries of Digest articles
and textbook selections furnished material for classroom criticism in usage,
accuracy, and logical thinking. The methods used in developing vocabulary
were etymological word study, the use of the dictionary, and contextual word
study.
At the end of the training period, the Iowa Silent Reading Test, Ad
vanced: Farm Dm,was administered to the experimental group and the control
group. A comparison of the initial and final test scores of the two groups
revealed that the experimental group made decided gains and the control
group made very slight gains, and showed some retrogressionz. The Cross
English Test, Form B,was administered to the two groups at the end of the
experiment, and a comparison of the results of the initial and final testing
for the two groups revealed that the experimental group made definite
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improvement as a result of the instruction, and that the control group
made only slight gains and a number of retrogressions. Evaluated in
terms of the time used in the experiment, the gains made by the experi
mental group in reading and English definitely substantiated the impor
tance of intensive training. The scholastic achievement of the experimental
group improved, that of the control group showed some retrogression.
The results obtained from the experiment justify the conclusions that
intense reading instruction in the English class had a tendency to aid the
students in their performance in English; that specific reading instruction
can improve the abilities of students to develop systematic habits and
skills, accuracy in comprehension and interpretation, and vocabulary devel—
opinent; that students are made conscious of correctness and precision in
English as a result of reading instruction; that as reading efficiency im
proved, academic performance improved; and that reading is interrelated to
the performance of the student in the other language arts—.~writing and
speaking.
Implications growing out of the study reveal the relation between
reading efficiency and academic attairunent, and that reading instruction
should be continued in order to enhance proficiency, not only in the read
ing skills of the content courses, but also in logical thinking.
Upon the basis of the findings in this investigation, it is recom
mended (1) that Miles College encourage further study of the reading
problems of its students; (2) that instructors become acquainted with the
findings of studies in reading and apply the data to their classroom in
struction; (3) that each teacher become, in a sense, a reading teacher to
the end of aiding the students to develop the necessary skills for the
education of the work in a specific course; (4) that a specific reading
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program be set up in the school prograau~ aM (5) that reading instruction
be integrated with the course in remedial English for sub—standard fresh
men, as well as with the course in English Composition, as an aid to the
students’ mastery of the basic language skills.
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HIGHER EXAMINATIbN: FORM A
20 . ‘ Score
- For High Schools and Colleges
- - Rnzd lids page. 1)0 what it ~ells VOll to do.
Do iw! open this /‘u/’er, or turnit OvIr. until ynu are told to do so. Fill these blanks, giving your
name, age, birthday, etc. Wril~e p1ainI~’. .
Name. . .. . ...~.... ‘ -~e last birthday years
• First name, initial, .and last,,iam, .
Birthday .Class .Date ig. . .
- ~ionth Day -
School or College City .
This i’. i. test to see how well you can think It contains question~s of different kmds HLrL is a
sample question already answerèd co~rrectly. Notice how the question is answered:
Wiudi one of the five words below tells what an apple is?
i flower, 2 tree~ 3 vegetable, 4 fri,ut, ~ ammal ( 4 )
The nght answer, of course, is “fruit”, so the word “fruit” is underlined And the word “fruit
is No. 4’; so a figure 4 is placed in the parentheses atthe en4 of the dotted line. This is the way you
are to answer the questions. ‘ .
Try thi~ sample question ‘yburseif. D~ n~’t~ *rite thè’answer ~. just draw a line under it and then
put its number in the parentheses: ‘ ‘~ “ -
Which one of the five words below means the opposite of nortl~’?
i pole, 2’ equator, 3 south, 4 est, 5 west ( )
The an~wer, ‘of co”urse, is “south”; so you should.have~drawn a’ line under the word’ “south” and
put a figure ~ in~e pàrenthesés.’- Tr~ this one: ‘. •S
A foot is to a man and a paw is to a cat the same as a hoof is tq a — what?
i dog, 2 horse, 3 shoe, 4 blacksmith, 5 ~addle . ( )
The answer, ~f cpurse, is” horse”; so you should have drawn a line ~inder the word “horse” and
put a figure 2 in the parentheses. Try this one:
At ‘four cant s each~ how many cents will, 6 pen~ils cost? ( )
The ans~cr,, of course, is 24, and there is nothing to underline; so just.put the 24 in the parentheses.
If the answer to any question is a nurnbei ~r a letter, put the numhè± or letter in, the parentheses
without underlining. anyth~ing. Make all letters like printed capitals. .
The test contains 75 que~tions. You are not expected t’obé’abletcrailswer all of them. but do the
best you can. You will l)e allowed hall an hour after the examiner tells you to begin. Try to
get as many right as possible. Be careful not to gb. so, fast.that ~oumake ipistakes. Do net spend
too rnuch.time on. any, one question. No questions ~bout the test’will be answered by”the examiner
after, “the test beans. Lay your I)C1~ down. ,.. . . .‘ - . .. . , . S
Do not tzIn4 this page until yJi~.are told to begin.:’ ,~, -,
-‘ , CRIN1EV IN U.S.A
P’i1~lkhnl hy W.~rl.l flo .k c’ .mp:iny. Ynnker. -on-Find, on, N. w York-i and 2,26 Prairie Avenue, Chicago
Copyright x~2s by World Iliok Company; Copyright in Grat Britain.. All nghts reserved. (‘SATMA: Hi:, a— 72
~W’ This tess is copyrighted. ,The reproduction of any part of it byniimeograph, hectograph, or in any other
way, whether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law.
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i The oppos~ite of hate is (?)
i enemy, 2 fear, 3 love, 4 fnend, 5 Joy ( r )
2 If 3 pencils cost 5 cents, how many pencils can be bought for 50 cents? ( )
3 4 bird does not always have C?)
i wings, 2 eyes, 3 feet, 4 a nest, 5 a bill ( )
4 The opposite of honor is (?~
i glory, 2 disgrace, 3 cowardice, ~ fear, 5 defeat ( )
5. Afox most resemblesa(?) - - - -
i wolf, 2 goat, 3 pig, 4 tiger, 5 cat ( )
6 Quiet is related to sound in the same way that darkness is~related to (?)
i a cellar, 2 sunlight, 3 noise, 4 stillness, 5 loud ( )
7 A party consisted of a man and his wife, his two sons and their wives, and four children in
each son’s family How many were there in the party? ( )
8 A tree always has (?) /
x leaves, 2 fruit, 3 buds, 4 roots, ~ a shadow ( )
9 The opposite of economical is (?)
i cheap, 2 stingy, 3 extravagant, 4 value, ~ rich ( )
io Silver is more costly than iron because it is (?)
K - i heavier, 2 scarcer, 3 Whiter, 4 harder, 5 prettier ( )
ii Which one of the six statements belo’w tells the meamng of the following proverb? “The early
bird catches the worm” ( )
i Don’t do the impossible~ I
2 Weeping is bad for the eyes
3 Don’t worry over troubles before they come
4 Early birds hke worms best
5 Prompt persons often secure advantages over tardy ones6 It is foolish to fret about things we can’t help
L
12 Which statement above tells the meanmg of this proverb? “Don’t cry over spilt milk’; ( )
13 )yhich statement above explains this proverb? “Don’t cross a bridge till you get to it” ~ ( )
14 An electric light is related to a candle as an automobile is to (?)
i a carriage, 2 electricity, 3 a tire, 4 speed, 5 glow ( )
z~ If a boy can run at the rate of 6 feet in .~- of a second, how many feet can he run in io seconds? ( )
~ A meal alway~ involves (?)
i a,table, 2 dishes, 3 hung~, 4 food, 5 water .~ C )
17 Of the five words below, four are alike in a certain way Which is the one not like these four?
i bend, 2 shave, 3 chop, 4 whittle, ~ shear ( ) -~
i8 The opposite of never is C?)
i often, ~2 sometimes, 3 occasionally, 4 always, ~ frequently C )
19 A clock is related to time as a thermometer is to (7)
i a watch, 2 warm, 3 a bulb, 4~mercury, 5 temperature ( )
20 Which ~iord makes the truest sentence? Men are (7) shorter than their wives
i always, 2 usually, 3 much, 4 rarely, 5 never ( )
21 One number is wrong m the following series What should that number be,?
~I42536475969 ( )
22 If the first two state~ments followuig are true, the third is (7) All memb~rs of this club are
Republicans Smith is not a Republican Smith is a member of this club
i true, 2 false, 3 not certain ( )
23 A contest always has (?)
K i an umpire, 2 opponents, 3 spectators, 4 applause, ~ victory ( ~)
24 Which number m this series appears a second time nearest the beginning?
645378og598~865473089I ( )
- - --
K 25 The modn is related to the earth as the earth is to (?)
1 i Mars, z the sun, 3 clouds, 4 stars, 5 the universe ~. ( )
26 Which word makes the truest sentence? Fathers are (?) wiser than their Sons
i always, 2 usually, 3 much, 4 rarely, ~ never — ( )
[2]
K -
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27 Th~ opp~osite of awkward is (7)
I strong, 2 ~~tty, 3 short, 4 gr,aceful, 5 swift ( )
28 A mother is always (7) than her daughter
‘F i wiser, 2 taller, 3 stouter, 4 older, 5 more wrinkled ( )
29 Which one of-the-six statements below tells the meamng of the following proverb? “The
burnt child dreads the fire” ( )
i Frivolity flourishes when authority is absent
2 Unhappy experiences teach us to be careful
3 A thing must be tried before we know its value
4. A meal is judged bythe dessert.
5 Small animals never play in the presence of large ones
6 Children suffer more from heat than grown people
30 ~jhich statement above explains this proverb? “When th~ cat is away, the mice will play” ( )
31 Which statement above explains this proverb? “The proof of the pudding is in the eating” ( )
32 If the settlement of a difference is made by mutual concession, it is called a (7)
i promise, 2 compromise, 3 injunction, 4 coercion, 5 restoration ( )
33 What is related to disease as carefulness is to accident?
i doctor, 2 surgery, 3 medicine, 4 hospital, 5 sanitation C )
34 Of the five things below, four are alike m a certain way Which ~s the one not like these four?
i smuggle,, 2 steal, 3 bribe, 4 cheat, 5 sell C )
35 If ic~ ‘boxes full of apples weigh 400 pounds, and each box when empty weighs 4 pounds, how
many pounds do all the apples weigh? ( )
36 The opposite of hope is (7)
i faith, 2 misery, 3 sorrow, 4 despair, ~ hate ( )
37 If all the odd-numbered letters in the alphabet were crossed out, what would be the tenth
letter not crossed out? Print it. Do not mark the alphabet.
AI3CDEFGHIJKLMN3OPQRSTUVWXYZ ( )
38 What letter in the word SUPERFLUOUS is the same number in the word (counting f,rom the
beginning) as it~s in the alphabet? —Print it ( )
39 What people say about a person constitutes his (7)
i character, 2 gossip, 3 reputation, 4 disposition, 5 personality C )
40 If 2-i- yards of cloth cost 30 cents, how many cents will io yards cost7 ( )
41 If the words below were arranged to make a good sentence, with what letter would the second
word of the sentence begin? Make it like a printed capital
same means big large the as / C )
42 If the firsg’two statements following are true, the third is (7) George is older than Frank
James is ~blder than George Frank is younger than James ~‘
i true, 2 false, 3 not certain ( )
43 Suppose the first and second letters in the word CONSTITUTIONAL were interchanged, also the “
third and fourth letters; the fifth and sixth, etc. Print the letter that would then be the twelfth. ‘• ‘, •,
lette? counting to the right ( )
44 dne number is wrong in the following series What should that number be?
0 L 3 6 jo 15 21 28 34 -~ ( )
45 I,j 4~ y3ards of cloth cost 90 cents, how many cents will 2~- yards cost? ( )
46 A man’s influence in a community should depend upon his (7)
• • i wealth, 2, dignity, 3 wisdom, 4 ambition, ~ political power Q ) •‘ ‘ •“
47 What is related to few as ordinary is to exceptional?
I none, 2 some, 3 many, 4 less, 5 more C )—
48 The opposite of treacherous is (7)
i friendly, 2 brave, 3 wise, 4 cowardly, 5 loyal ( )
49 Which one of the five words below is most unlike the other four?
i good, 2 large, 3 red, 4 walk, ~ thick ( )
50 If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?) Some of Brown’s friends are ‘
Bap’ti~s Some of Brown’s friends are dentists Some of Brown’s friends are Baptist dentists
i true, 2 false, 3 not certain _( )
51 How many of the following words can be made from the letters in the word LARGEST, using , ‘~ ~
any letter any number of times?
great, stagger, grasses, trestle, struggle, rattle, garage, strangle C )
52 The statement that the moon is made of green cheese is (7) i”
i absurd, 2 misleading, ~ improbable, 4 unfair, 5 wicked ( )
1 ~ Do not stop GD on with the next page
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53 Of the Ii~ e things follov~ ing, four arc ~Iike in a certain way ~Vhich i~ the one not like the’,e four?
i tar, 2 sflO~~, ‘~ 500t, 4 ebon~ 5 coal ( )
54. What is.rclatcd to a cube in the same way in which a; circle is related o a s~iua&’?
i &curnference, 2 sphere, 3 corners, 4 solid, 5 thickness . .:,... : ( )
55. If the following words were seen on a wall by looking in a mirror on an opposit( wall, which
word would ~.ppear exactly the same asif seen clir&tlv? .
= I OHIO, 2 S.UV, 3 NOON, 4 ~[flTOR, 5 OTTO . ( )
•56. If a strip of cloth 24 inches long, will shrink to ~ inches when wa~hed, bow many inches long
will a so—inch strip be after shrinking? : ( )
57. Which of the IoIlo~ving is a trait of ~haractcr? ..
i personality, 2 cstçem~ 3 love. 4 g~nerosit~i. ~5 health ( )
58. Finft the two letters in the word DflucG which have just as thanv letters between them.•in the
word as in the alphabet. Print the one of these letters that comes first in the alphabet.
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPRSTUVWXYZ ( )
- ~ g[~ Revolution is related to evolution as hying is to (?) .
i birds, 2 whirling, 3 walking, 4 wihgs, 5 standing ( )
6o. One number is. wrong in the following series. . What should that number be?
27 Si ioS • ~m. If Frank can ride a bicycle ~o feet while George runs 20 feet, how many feet can Frank ride
while George runs 30 feet ? . ( )
62. Count each N in this series that is followed by an 0 next to it if the 0 is not followed b~’ a.T
• next to ~t. Tell how many N’s you count. .
No’; ( )
63. A man who is averse to change and progress is said to be (?)
i democratic, 2 radical, 3 conservative, 4 anarchistic, 5 liberal ( )
64. Print the letter which is the fourth letter to the left of the letter which is midway between 0
and S in the alphabet’ ( )
6~. What number is in the space which is in the rectangle and in the triangle but riot in the circle? C )
5
66. What number is in the same geometrical figure or figures as the number 8? ( )
6~. How many spaces are there that are in any two b~~t only two geometrical figures? ( ).
68. A surface is related to a line as a line is to (?)
i solid, 2 plane, 3 curve, 4 point, 5 string ( )
d~. If the first two statements following are true, the third is C?) One cannot become a good vio
~ li~ist without rnuäh practice. charles practices much on the violin. Charles ~vill become
a .good violinist.
i true, 2 false, 3 not certain ( )
70. If the words below were arranged to make the best sentence, with what letter would the last
word of the sentence end? Print the letter as a capital.
sincerity traits courtesy character of desirable and are ( )
71. A man who is influenced in making a decision by preconceived opinions is said to be (?)
• i influential, 2 prejudiced, 3 hypocritical, 4 decisive, ~ impartial ( .. )
• 72. A hotel serves a mixture of 2 parts cream and ~ parts milk. I-low many pints of cream will jt
take to make 15 pints of the mixture? ( )
73. What is related to blood as physics is to motion?
~ temperature,. 2 veins, 3body, 4 physiology. 5 geography ( . )
74.. A statement the~meaning of which is not definite is said to be (?)
r erroneous, 2 doubtful, ~ ambiguous, 4 distorted, ~ hypothetical ( )
75. If a wire 20 inches long is to be cut so that one piece is -~- as long as the other piece, how many
, inches long must the shorter piece be? ~ )
• ..~ . - . . .[~] .
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Iowa Silent Reading New Ed Adv CM
1.
.~TEST 1. RATE-COMPREHENSION — PART B
ONS. Read this stdry very carefully so that you can answer questions about it. When you hear the word ~
put a circle aroi~nd the word you re then reading and wait for further instructions.
the residents and taxpayers in a city share a
interest in. maintaining good government, they
ici~ls to direct certain governmental responsi
2 governmental services given by the city
s which no single ~amily or small group of families
ssibly accomplish~ ~ Some of these group respon
assumed by the ç~ty are: police protection, fire
on, maintenance of a safe and dependable water
provision of light, power, and transportation, and
blishthent and enfo4cement of health regulations.
:ities offer many additional services, most of which
erative undertakings maintained on a large scale.
citizens should fail to give the local officers the
carry on such activities, the results might be quite
us. ~ of the most progressive citizens
~ove away from such a city, and few strangers
are to m~vè in to take their places.
h state determines how many inhabitants a corn-
must have before it can become a city. -
a community with two hundred inhabitants can
a city, while in New York State. t~n thousand
nts are required. 9P4bout half of the states
a population of twenty-five hundred inhabitants
1community is designated as a city. 10 United
~ensus classifies all incorporated communities with
five hundred inhabitants as cities. “Since each
30 deterniines just what powers cities are permitted
ise, there is, accordingly, wiae variation in govern-
authority indifferent cities~.
re are three types of cit%,$ government. n The
nd perhaps ~he most widely followed plan is that
~iayor-coundil type of organization. ~ main
• of the council is to er~ct such local laws or ordi
as may ~seem ~ ~5 course’ these laws ~nust
to the state and qational laws. ~ Appointments
y the mayor may ~e subject to the confirmation
ouncil. ‘7Under Lhis plan the mayor is the chief
e*ecutive officer of the city, exercising supervisory power
over the• various administrative offices, and frequently
appointing administrative heads of departments. ‘8Be-
cause of the difficulty of locating resposisibifity and because
it frequently becomes’ so complex that the citizens do not
clearly understand its workings, the council-mayor type
of government has fallen into bad repute in many places.
‘~ The commission form of government has been devel
oped in an attempt to remedy some of the weaknesses
of the mayor—council form of government. 20This- plan
largely centralizes the power and responsibility in a small
group which takes (he place of the mayor and council.
21 Each commissioner is the head of a department and thus’
assumes responsibility for its management on a business
lik~ -basis. ~ When the commissioners act together they
form 5the council. 23 most common charge against the
commission plan is, that often the commissioners fail to
cooperate for the general good.
~ The city-manager plan is really a modification of the
commission form of city government. 25 Under this plan
a small council is usually elected -with power to select a
‘c~t~manager to become the chief executive officer. 26
responsibility for the supervision of all administrative
divisions is placed in the hands ,of the city manager.
27 This,officer is directly responsible to the -council, thus.
making it fairly easy to fix the blame if conditions are not
satisfactory. V V.
~ Regardless of the form of the organization of the city
government, the control of the city rests in the people
themselves. 29 The citizens can control their government
through their votes and the influence of public opinion.
30 Political parties and office holders are very reluctant to
adopt any policy which they feel will be opposed by a
majority of citizens. “When there is dishonesty in
government, a few alert citizens can often arouse pi~blic
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Iowa Silent Reading New Ed Adv C,.e 1:
TESt 1. RATE-COMPREHENS[ON — PART B (Cont’d)
tONS.. WithAit lobkhig again at the artIcle, answer these questions. ‘Study these statements carefully. Decide
in terms of the article, a~ statem€nt is true, false, o’r not discu~sed. If, according to the article, the statement :
fill in the answer space under T (for true); if false, fill in the space under F (for false). If a statement is not
d in the article (even though true or false in itself), fill in the space under N (for not discussed): The sample is :
d dorrectly. ‘
• Small groups %f citizens could organize and carry’ on effectively the
activities of a Sty
iiumber of inhabitants needed before a city qan be established is determined
the state 1’
y officials shoulc[tak~ responsibility for providing
ce protection 2
city officials need not be toncerned about maintaining an ‘adequate water
ply C 3
~ansas a comrnudity with two hundred inhabitants
become a city. ..~ 4
average salary of the city manager is about - -. -
thousand dollars~ :a~
the commission forrii of government each Commissioner is responsible for the . ‘
uiagement Of a department S
e United States Chamber of Commerce report gives a list of all cities in the
ited States
e oldest plan for city gov,ernment is .
commission form ••
C mayor in the mayor-council plan does not
)Oint any officials
~en the commissioness sit together as a committee they .
as a council 16
~re are about five hundred cides in ‘te United State~ with a population
?ve twenty-five hundred ,~ .11
4+’
knost cities the people have very little influence on the kind of government 4 :Er.
~,r willhave 12
:k of cooperation among the commissioners is oiCe of the common criticisms F
he commission form of goveçnment. 13
United States Supreme C*rt must approve city ordinances before they ‘ . T
pme eftective 14
les Usually maintain only the services - . , - . ~
~ioned in this article
~. laws which the council’ pass, are ‘ . . .
~etimes called ordinances ~°
governor of the st~te can veto the ,
Iofthecommissiorf •.- 17
itical parties usuall} try~to adopt a policy which they feel the majority of • .‘
~rs favor
‘es secure their power to organize through the ,
ted States >government 19
~‘city-manager plan resembles the commission plan ,
~ity government 20
~he mayor-council form of government the,,councii
~cises administrative authority 21 ‘~
~flrst-class cities follow the mayor-council plan ‘ , ‘ ‘ ,
city government 22
Lhe mayor-council plan the mayor acts only asthe chairman of , ‘
council 23
city manager is usually elected by • • , • ~
e of the people 24
~he-. comniission form of government the mayor is appointed by the corn- ‘ - t~
sioners 25
- Do not turn this page until you are told to do so.
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TEST 2 DIRECTED READING -
IONS.. A story i~s given below, with each sentence numbered. These nu~ber~ are to help ~ou answer questions
he story. Rea&”each question and find the sentence in the story which answers it. Noticç the number of this
e. Fmd this number among the’~i.nswer spaces at the right of the question and fill in the space under it. /
ok .at the sample,below. Space No. 1 is filled because the que~tion in the sample is answered in sentence
i, article. Answer the other questions in a similar manner. - .
u will have three in’i’nutes for this work. You may reread parts of the story if you need to do so. : ‘
1 2 3 .4 5~
~ IRON SAMPLE Is iron the most useful of metals? I
is by far the m9st useful of all the metals which 1 Can iron ore be found in greater quantities than 1 2 3 4 s
.s discovered~ 2 Fortunately it is found in many other ores? 1 HI .1
t areasand in much greater abundance than other 2. What is the process called by which large ore deposits ~ :: 5.
reason n~n ore is abundant is that the are formed? 2
s are formed in a number of different ways. 4A : : : ~. ~, ~ 4 .
reason is that many iron ore regions have been 3 Are iron ore deposits formed in more than one way ?3
by sedimentation, a process which makes large 4 What percentage of the large ore deposits are seth- 5 6 7 S 9
osits ~ Sedimentation accounts for at least seven mentary? 4 1
ten of the world’s great iron ore deposits. 5. Is the Lake Superior region a result of: the sedi- Y. 8 ~
United. States obtains about eighty per cent of its : mentary process? .- 5 :
from the Lake Superior region 7The iron ore in 6 Where does the United States obtain most of its 6 7 8 9 10
~ion is a result of the sedimentary process. 8 Ore iron ore? S 6
~.mg fron~i fifty to sixty per cent iron may be fouiid 7 What per cent of iron is found in the iron ore of the 8 9 10 ii 12
This is considered a very valuable deposit. iO The :- Lake Superior region? 7 .~ I I
~rincipal region is found mAl which furmshes 8 Is iron ore taken from the ground by more than one 8 9 iO ii 12
~en per, cent of the supply for the United States. ‘ method? S H H
ore is obtained by two methods, shaft mming
~en pit: mining. i2 the ore deposits lie far : + : :
Ihe earth’s surface, shafts are put down to the ore 9. Where is the second important iron-producing region ~
~inels are dug out in all directions ii The miners in the United States? I
~i these tunnels and send the ~iron to the surface : 11 12 13: 14 :
~ the shaft 14 Som~ ironore lies so near the sur- 10 Through what is the iron ore sent to the surface? io
~t the covenng of rocks ~d other’matenal can be 11 What is used to clear the top surface away when the U 12 13 14 iS,,
profitably by steam sht~.re1s 15Mter this waste iron ore is near the surface? ii
~n stnpped off, the iron ore is then loaded mto cars 12 When are shafts sunk mto the ground for mining ii i2 U 14 15
iler steam shovels ore? 12
e ore is shipped fror~i the mine by rail and w’ater 13. What is the temperature of the air which is blown ~ ‘-7
iron and steel mills 17 At the mills the furnaces into the blast furnaces? is
ed with iron or~, limestone, and coke in proper 16~ 17 i8 19 20
Lions ‘-8~~~Jr heated jto a temperature of five 14 Where is the iron ore taken when it leaves the mine? 14
~id degrees in h~ge ovens, is blown into the fur- 16 17 18 i9 20
i9 coke burns and melts the iron ore and lime- 15 What substances are used in reflnmg the iron ore? 15
20’The impurities of the iron ore combine with 17 i8 i9 20 21
ltçd limestone, leaving the nearly pure iron metal 16 Is iron ore heavier than the impurities? 16
the melted iron is heavier than the impurities, it 17 With what do the impurities from the iron ore corn- 19 20 21 22 23
o the bottom of the furnace u The melted lime brne? 17
uid the impurities, called. slag, run off through an . 20 ~ ~ 23 ~4
above the heavier iron 23 The molten iron is then 18 What becomes of the impurities in the FUrnace? is
into molds of sand where it cools and hardens into 19 What products result from the more complete refine- 20 21 22 23 24
~ars, known as pig iron IA When the pig iron is ment of iron? 19
pun-fled it becomes cast iron, wrought iron, and 20 What is the iron called when it comes from the ~and 20 <~2i 22 23 24
- . molds? 20.1 ~.
• ~P° not turn this page until you are told to do so. - •,
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LIFE -
I know not what thou art..
know that thou-, and I must .part;
~ when, or how, or.’where we met,
~vn to me’s a secret~~et.
this I know, when thou art fled,
-.7 .‘
~ere’er they lay these limbs, this head,
8
clod so valueless shall be
1O
~ll that then remains of me.
11 -
vhither, whither, dost thou fly?
ere bend unseen thy trackless course?
~nd in this strange divorce,
11
tell where I must seek this compound I?
15
the ‘vast ocean of empyreal flame
“rom whence thy essence came
—17—----—-
thou thy flight pursue, when freed
im matter’s base encumbering weed?
‘20
)r dost thou, hid from sight~
22 -
~Jait, like some spellbound ight,
~ough blank oblivious year~ th’_appointed hour
Lbreak thy trance and reassume thy power?
canst thou without thotight or feeling be?
H . ‘ 2~
~y, what art thou, when ,no more thou’rt thee’?
29 ‘‘-~‘ —30
we have been ldhg together,
rough pleasant an& through cloudy weather;
~32~
ris hard to part when friends are dear;
~.33 — ~.34
erhaps ‘twill cost a sigh, a tear; —
—35
hen steal away, give little warning,
~36 37
Choose thine own time;
38




- -- TEST 3.. POETRY COMPREHENSION,
ONS. This is a tess of your ability to read and interpret poetry. Read the poem below very carefully before
ing to answer any of the questions about it. - -.
ice that in this selection certain passages are marked by numbered brackets. Read each question and find the
d passage which,,contains the best answer to the question. Answer the question by filling in the answer space
d the questioh which has the same number as the bracketed passage which contains the correct answer.
may reread parb~ of the poem if necessary.
sample is answered correctly.
To whom is the-poet addressing her discourse?
Iowa Silent Reading; New Ed.: Adv.~ C~e ~ ,• . f .•. -
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6, 7 3 ‘9” ~fo~’
:i
10 11 iz.::i’~ 14’.
-;~. ; ~ ~.-
10 ii’ 12 13 14,..’
14, 15 16 17- ‘18
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1. How does the poet express her certainty that life will
not remain forever?
2. Does life appear as a mystery to thepoet? 2
3. Is the poet certain that the departure of life ‘
leaves behind nothing of human importance? 3
4. Does the speaker know exactly how her life began? .
5. Does it seem to matter where the body is placed after
life departs? 5
6. Does life leave any kind of, trail as it departs? 6
7. When life departs from the body is anything of value
left behind?
‘8. How is life’s separation from the body described?. ~. .8
,~. Where may life go when it disappears? 9
- ‘. 6+
10. How is man’s bQdy described by the poet?
11. Is there a suggestion that life may take on a magical’
form? 11
12. How is it suggested that life is everlasting?
‘13. Is time of any importance to life itself?
14. Does the poet seem doubtful that life is entirely cold
and emotionless? 14
15. Has the speaker’s stay on earth been monotonous? .15
16. Has she evidently reached ‘a mature age? 16
17. Is life requested to disappear silently? ..17
18. Who chooses the time of life’s de~arture ? 18
19. Is death to be a parting ,or a cheerfuLgreeting? 19 -
20. Does the poet wish life to leave without farewell? .20From “Life,” by Anna L. Barbauld
Do not turn this page until youare told to do so.
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TEST 4..- WORD MEANING
TONS. Each of ~he exercises in Parts A, B, C, and D of this test consists of a statement which is correctly corn-
by one of the five numbered words or phrases. Find the number of this-correct answer~ Then, in the answer
t the right of the’ exercise, fill in the space which has the same number as the word or phrase you selected.
e sample is answered correctly. . -
Totoilisto— . . 12 3 4~ 5~.
1 read 2 play 3 work 4 fall 5 believe . ~‘ ‘ I I
PART A. SOCIAL SCIENCE .
census is a—. 1 government agency 2 traffic violation 3 counting of population ~. ~. ~. ~‘ :5_S
4 hui~lred years 5 state bureau 1
budget isa— 1 bureau 2 plan for spending 3 means of revenue- -- .~ ~ ~ -~.
4 fi.ndcial statement 5 legislative act 2 1
iuggling is — 1. bringing in ~oods illegally 2 prohibiting sale 3 falsely arresting .~ ~ ~: .~ .5J
• 4 conv~ting 5pardoning . .~
custom is a — 1 financial statement 2 lawyer’s charge 3 police officer 1 ~ ~
• 4 long-establishe~i practice 5 legislative act 4
bureau is a —. 1 democratic organization 2 legislature . 3 citizen S .‘~ ~.• 3 4-
4 politician 5 government department
~eason is — 1. law enforcement 2 trustworthiness 3 betrayal of one’s country ~. ‘ ~. ~‘ ‘~
4 use of armed forces 5 punishment for cowardice 6 1
isources are — . . - ~ ~ ~ ~. ~-.
1 taxes 2 import duties 3 officers’ reports 4 customs dutie~ 5 available funds . ‘ [
disfranchise means to — ‘1 take away privileges 2 destroy property 3 distribute supplies • 1 2. 3 ~ .‘
4 vote honors 5 commission an officer., 8 1 .:: -‘H’:
appeal means to— . . . 1 2 .3 4
1 compromise 2 settle 3 take to a higher court 4 carry away 5 annoy 9
— 7,
idmeans— -. . S . . ~: ~. .~. ~.. .:“
1 windy 2 land which is not farmed 3 soft 4 unprofitable 5 dry 10
ternal means — . c . ~ ~ ~ ‘.4.,. 5
1 foreign 2 ‘~domestic 3 trade relations 4 suffrage 5 legislation ii . . -.
appraiseis~to— 4, .‘ , . . .
1 destroy ~elevate 3 buildup 4 set value on 5 appeal .
.parations are — . . . i
1 amends for injuries 2 war debts 3 war arms 4 hospitals 5 gifts 13
controversy is — 1 a s~ttlement .2 a dangerous practice . 3 a dispute : ~. ~: ‘~
4 an international agreement 5 a labor board 14
~plomacy means— - . . ••~ -~ .~: ~
1 caution 2 boldness 3 force 4 tact 5• concern 15 -~: H. . -
partisan is a — ~. 1 supporter of a cause - 2 convicted person 3 generous person . 1 1 2 3~ 4-’~’~
4 socillist 5 believer in laws 16 ~ ‘
subsi,dize is-to— . S . •~:1~.3/ 4’ - 5.
1 buy goods 2 aid by funds - 3 destroy 4 cénsur&a friend 5 cultivate land 17 ~:. H. H . H-
quorum is — 1 a business enterprise 2 a parliamentary action 3 a quota 1 1 2 3 .~ 4’
4 an election 5 the number required to transact business 18 -~
demagogue is a — 1 statesman 2 selfish political leader 3 monthly magazine . ~ 2 3 4
4 naval officer 5 follower 19
ciprocity means—. ‘. . S . ~. ~.. .~‘ ~. ‘:~
1 free trade 2 without tariff 3 trade barriers 4 mutual exchange 5 recognition. . .20 ~ .. --
- . . - Go right on to the next page -‘ . . . . .5
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oszonmeans— -\ - :: ~: ~-. ~,
1 evasion 2 gathering up 3 conservation 54 waste lands 5 wearing away . -. .1 C
stalmeans— ~
1 extremdIy clear 2 dark 3 smooth 4 opaque 5 hard 2 C
bustion means —t 1 combined 2 destruction 3 the act of burning 1 2 3 4 - 5.-’~
4 chemical analysis 5 decomposition 3 -~ -
liquefyisto— - - ~ ~ 2. 3 4 5
1 harden 2 dissolve 3 reshape 4 mold 5 make into gas 4 - r
solidify is to — 3 - 3 4 5
• 1 cause to.harden 2 destroy 3 dissolve 4 discharge 5 change to a liquid s
minous means . 1234&-
1 heated 2 transparent 3 full of light 4 without light 5 perforated 6 -.
midity refers to—~4 -. 1 2 3 4 3 -
1 heat ~- 2 dryness 3 suffocation 4 wind 5 moisture 7
•croscopic means— . - 1234. 5.
1 very interesting 2 telescopic - 3 bacteria 4 exceedingly small 5 light rays 8 -
uilibrium means — - - - -
1 equilat~ral 2 equivalent 3 a.state of balance 4 bound together 5 moving about. .9
gidmeansthesameas— - . - ~ •1~ - 2. 3 ~ 5~
1 visible- 2 calm 3 rough 4 round 5 stiff 10 - - -
digest means to — - . . - - ~ 2 •~•- 4 $ 5
1 thvert - 2 assimilate physically 3 destroy completely 4 eat 5 control 11 - .
preserve means to — - . . - . -. -
1 put away 2 keep from decay 3 destroy 4 pe~rsevere 5 put in cans -.12 -~ :
vile means — 1 having unusual str~ngth 2 weak 3 stern 2 3 4 -
4 incapable of reproducing 5 microscopic 13
repelmeansto— - . ~ ~ ~
1 force apart 2 attract 3 restrain - .4 call toguther. 5 repeat 14
~1zenomenon~ is — 1 something scientific 2 a distraction 3 a legal conference .~ ~.. .4. ~. -
4 an obsetvable event or fact 5 scientifi.~data .•~15 - ~- -
- PART C. MATHEMATIcS . . 8+ . . - -
simplifyisto— %‘- - . :~ ~: ~
1~ make less complex 2 divide 3 add together 4 account for 5 bring down 1
depreciate is to — . . - . - ~-
1 liquidate 2falsifyareport . 3decreaseinvalue 4 destroyproperty 5 elevate 2 H H I!
~nensionsmea~n— /~__ - . - ~ ~ .~: :.:~ ~.
1 distances ~ circumferences 3 areas 4 volume 5 measurements 3
raclion is a — - . - -- - . -
1 decimal 2 fracture 3 complete number 4 part of a whole 5 reduced number ~
octagon is— 1 a four-sided figure- 2 an eight-sided figure 3 a circular figure .1 t ~ ~
4 a measure of volume 5 a six-sided figure
2portional means —~ . . 1 2 3 .4 - ~•~-• .~ -,
1 havi.n~the name ratio 2 different 3 rational 4 abstract 5 proved proposition s
arcisapartofa-~ - 1 2 3 4 5’
1 rectangle 2 diameter 3 radius 4 circle 5 triangle 7
calculate is to — . . . . - •~ •1• 2 3 . — 5..
1 cultivate 2 stimulate 3 couyerge 4 traverse 5 compute 8
adrilaleral means — . - . - . , . N 1 2 3~ 4 5
1 six-sided 2 a right angle 3 a large area 4 four-sided 5 many-sided 9 I
reduce means to — 1 invert 2 multiply 3 transpose . V. 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ -~
4 divide ‘5 change form withoutchangingvalue 10
- obtuse angle is — 1 a right angle 2 exactly 3600 3 between 90° and 1800 . - 1 2 3 4 5
4 an acute angle 5 less than 90° ii
evaluate is to — - - .~ - ~• ~ .~ ~
1 appraise 2 develop 3 reduce 4 collect 5 distribute 12
hypothesis is a(n) — 1 general law 2 proved belief 3 tentative theory - - ~ ~ -~ . -
4 infallible rule 5 mathematical equation ‘3
absicact number is 1 a whole nutnber 2 used without spçcific application - 3 a fractional value ~ ~. .4 ..~.
4 applied to things 5 a partial answer. . .: .14 - -~ - - —
eabscissaisthe— - . - - - ~ :‘ ~ ~ ~ :. -~
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TEST 4 (Cont’d). PART D. ENGLISH ‘ .
bedramaticistobe— + : J ~. ~--‘~
1 commonplace 2- unusual 3 polished 4 vividly expressive 5 established .1 H
~roverb is — .1 ‘a statement from Franklin’s Autobiography ~ an old saving : ~, ~ ~ ~ ~‘~‘
3 provi,~ncial language 4 prophetic speech 5 a dialogue 2 .
~refaceis— lánappe’ndix 2 atableofcoñtents 3 anindex :: ‘~ ~ ~ :~:“~
4 a prepared introduction 5 a type of bookbinding .. - a ~ : H”
~able is a— ‘ ~ ~. ?. ‘.~. ~‘.
1 long poem 2 couplet 3 tale with a moral 4 morality play 5 mystery tale . 4 . ~.
theticmeai~s— .~ ~. ~ ~‘ ~
1 patriarchal 2 arousing compassion 3 gloomy 4 gruesome 5 ludicrous 5
‘paraphrase means~*O -—- 1 give meaning in another form 2 embody, in a letter 3 speak 1 2 3 4
4 rhyme - 5 translate into a foreign language .~ 6 -
~abridged means — ~ 1 a dictionary. 2 in condensed form 3 not shortened ? ~.‘ ~. ~ - .~. -
4 an encyclopedia 5 having excellent definitions 7~
yllabusisa— ~ . . ‘ . - - , ~
1 magazine 2 condensed statement ~,.. 3 pamphlet 4 folio 5 complete discussion 8 •~ .
njugation is — 1 arrangement of adjectives 2 case ~f nouns 3 connotation •1 2 3 , 4
4 declension S arrangement of verb forms . :,.
~tonyms are — 1 terse words 2 words similar’in meaning - 3 words spelled alike ‘ ~ ~. ~. 5
4 vague words 5 words opposite in meaning ~~‘o ~ H H . H
extract is a(n) — . ,:~ ~. ~. ~. ~-‘ ‘,
1 appenthx 2 quotation 3 poem 4 anthology 5. bibliography 11
minstrel in olden days wasa— . . -~ ~ ~ ~ ~‘ ~
1 Shakesp~arean actor 2 circus clown 3 novelist 4 lyric poet 5 history writer 12
t appendix is— 1 an anecdote 2 a table of contents 3 an index ~. .~ 3 .~ ‘
4 a.dramatization 5 supp’ementary material 13 1 ‘.
‘itemeans— ‘ ‘ . V 123
1 commonplace 2 sacred 3 religious.- 4 tested 5 very rarely used 14 H H.
9+!’*.-~.
soliloquy isa—- . . . . :: :: :~ :: ‘
1 monologue 2 dialogue 3 dramatic play~ 4 Greek theater 5 musical comedy. . .. . is ii ~‘ H . H
iepistleisa— . . ~ ‘~ ~
1 song .2 figure of speech ~3 letter 4 myth 5 legend is
caricature is ~.(n) — 1 s~ért story . 2’ condensed novel 3 characterization . ‘~. ~ .“5
4 -animated cartoon 5 ridiculous exaggeration 17 . 1’ .
~dence refers to — . ‘. .
1 suspense 2 verse form 3 plot 4 rhythm 5 portrayal 18
clension is the — .- 1 ~infiection of nouns 2 conjugation of-verbs 3 formation of objectives ~. ~ .
4 use of 4tm 5 past participle 19
~rnaci4armeans—~ . . - /
/ 1 foreign lai~uage 2 bilingual 3 mother tongue 4 monoglot 5 many languages 20
- . Do not turn this page until you are told to do so. +
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~iScore 95981OI1O31O6U1131161191fl~321337139142144HO125415658l6O~~~
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TEST 5 SENTENCE MEANING I
ONS. You ate to read each-sentencaarid answer .~itby filling in the answer space under the right ans’
pies. Do not guess. - . / -.
s A Are all people dishonest?
B. Are authors often quol~ed ? . . ‘.--. - - [
• - - . - - - - - - . - I YES NO
e the opinions of experts valuable in certain situations? i
- -‘ . - 1 .
e wholesome foodsjikely to be beneficial to one’s health? 2
- .. - . . . . - . - -. YE NO
ould one be coiistantly changing his decision concerning his life work~ a
-.ixyES
a flat-topped rooL,~1asually desirable in a land of heavy snowfall~ ..-
/ . ~ES N~
accuracy necessary In checking scientific data? s
- .-~ -- •..• . .+-•I~~
e girls likely to play on college football teams? 6
i YIS NO
ill knowledge of the law assist member of the legislature? 7
- . - .- ~. YESNO
Des the Red Cross serve hum~nitarian purposes? / 8
- - ••. ., - - - •- ,• . ,. : ~YESNO•”
~ it heavy statiOnary object. be easil~r moved? . .
e microscopic bacteria seen with the aid of a microscope? io
• . . - . ~- . .. . . - . . - ~f5 NO
iould a dangerous mission be undertaken without adequate preparation? ‘ ii I
- • . .~. - . . . YES NO’
ay an honest person be accused of dishonesty~ - U
- . - ..-.. . - . .- V YES.NQ
id pioneers ever build fireplaces in their cabins? 13
- - - - - - : YES NO -
ill an undesirable alien usu~y be extended a whole hearted welcome in this country? 14
YES NO
ay a man’s reputation be quite different from his character? I
-. - - • - - - - - - - YES NO
generosity characterist;c of a miserly person? 16
oes going to school,mean necessarily that a person is acquiring an education? i7
4 -. YESN(,
a picturesque spo~hkely to be a -source of inspiration to an artist? is
a healthy constitution desirable when one undertakes strenuous wOrk? 19
- - - --:-:. . - . • . - - -. - - .: YES NO
o wealthy people ever become penniless in their old age? 20
- : • . -, . ---~- -•~ -‘ • .-I I YSNO
re poor reading habits a ha ollege work? 21
- • - - - - ~ - - YES Nfl
~ay. people suffer intense ;:. .~ 22
- - - - - 4
~ili an efficient ~ecreta~y miti~ vritten letter? - .• .23 H
-‘ H- -: - ThEN?
Till people attempt to play upon ~dividuals? .. 24
- - . - . - YES NO
oesthe 9eremoni - - togo to war? :i ii
• : .‘~ “, •‘;.“5 ~“~:‘
~.. ~
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TEST 5 SENT’ENCE MEANING (Cont’d)
a cartoon a pictorial caricature P 26
~reat strength of character shown by excessive outbursts of temper? 27
books usually of equ~al worth? . 28
an, obstinate individual ever disappointed.? 29
‘“S
es a conscientious employee usually deliberately slight his work? ‘.30
modern improved highways co’nducive to speed? . 31
severely critical p~ple usuall~ popular with- the rank and ‘file of their associates? 32
~ accurate chronometers necessary when navigating a ship sat sea2 33
II the ‘leader of a totalitarian state be likely to assist in the’ establishment of a democracy? 34
ll.a free people relish losing its liberties? 35
~‘ shortage of food ever .cause a famine? ‘~ 36
~ greed and avarice qualities which we like to find in ouf friends? 37
college ‘football’ ~ames often played in a stadi~um? .. .~ 38,.
11•
I person who works hard assured of financial independence in his old age? 39
es a temperate.person usuall~,iTidulge in ‘excessive activities2 40
~t sc~metimes possible to sai’~age material from a train wreck? ‘ . 41
carnivorous animals live exclusively upon vegetables? ‘.:. ‘ 2
ty a person be convitted’of crime ui5on circumstantial evidenee? 43
S.
ll an autonomou~ gç~ierm~ent be ruled by another nation7 44
~t, possible for a person to secure a patent upon ~n in~ention which will have little value’? . .45
‘a ‘brief answer usually constitute an e~austive,statement? .‘.... .‘.• . . .46
~n. understanding of economics desirable for people dealing with financial problems7 47
~ transient interest likely to be a guide for a long time? . , 48
liberty, and justice c!~aracteristics of, a’ despotic government? ;I•
ll retaliation usually assist in cementing friendships? ~5o’
turn this page until you are told to do so. No. Right ‘ No. Wrong Right ini~sus Wrong
7eUSWEONG 0’ 1’ 2. 3 ‘4 ‘ 5 6 7, 8 9 10 IF 12 13 14 15 16’ 17 18 ..19• 20 ‘21 .22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
Score ‘ 121 122 123 ‘123 ‘134 125 137’ 128 130 131 133 135 137 138 140 142 145 147 ‘148 150, 152 154 .156 158 159 161 102 164 165 167 169 171 172 -
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TEST 6 PARAGRAPH COMPREHENSION
IONS Read each paragraph carefully, and then study the questions A, B, and Cat the right Select the correct
Notice the number of this answer In the margin at the right, fill in the answer spi~ce under this number
1
A Choose the best title for the paragraphishmg is one of th~ oldest mdustries which man S -1 Fishing, an Ancient Industry 2 Early Fishing 1 2 3
[owed The catchmg of fish for food seems to have Trips 3 Deep-Sea Fishing A
arried on from very early tunes In fact, it was
ly fishing which st led people to sail on the ocean B Why did fishing cause the exploration of distant
~gli~;- Dut~h; ~d others very eari~ went on lan~ds~. 1 ~ led man to sail the seas : :~2 seaports became large cities 3 man has fished 1 2 3
‘e~cpeditions- whicj~ led them to explore and settle, -for-many centuries B -
id distant lands ,Many of the large seaports in
rid today began as tiny fishing villages
C Many of our large modern commercial cities had their
beginnings as — 1 centers of agricultural activity 1 2 3
2 fishing villages 3 castles of the noblemen c
/ 2 +
A Choose the best title for the paragraph
1 The Leadmg Apple-Producing States
he apple is one of the most important fruits of the 2 The Apple Crop of the United States i 2 3
3 The Varieties of Apples AThe fruit is cultivated m nearly all of the states -
United States Several thousand varieties have B What per cent of the total United States crop of
sted Washington, New York, and Virginia pro- apples is grown in Washington, New York, and Vir
bout fortyC per cent of our total crop it is esti- gima? 1 2 3
/ 1 20 per cent 2 40 per cent 3 60 per cent B
tnat about 175 million bushels are grown annually
Urii~d Stätès. 2. .
C The United States grows annually about —
1 125 million bushels 2 150 milhon bushels i 2 3
3 175 million bushels c
naqueduct is a man-mad~haunel for conveying A Choose the best title for the paragraph
Records show that aque~Iucts were used in very 1 Aqueducts of Babyloma, Assyria, and Egypt
tim~s Babyloma, Assyria, and Egypt all devel- 2 An Aqueduct Conveys Water 1 2 3
& Ancient Aqueducts A
tome type of aquedu.ct Extensive systems of
and reservoirs for storing water were in existence in
during the time of Rameses ii in the fourteenth
B C Traces ofraqueducts built by the Phoeni- B In what place is an ancient aqueduct still being used? i 2 3
1 Athens 2 Egypt 3 Assyria Brave been found i~ Syrta Aqueducts built more I
)OO years ago are ~tffl carrying water to Athens C The aqueducts found in Syria were built by the — j 1 2 3
1 Egyptians 2 Phoenicians 3 Assyrians c
~ the spring of the year the Canadian fur trader 4
usually sort and pack his furs for the market A ChOgse the best title for the paragraph
i4~es Indians wh~ had furs would make the trip 1 Fur-Trading Season 2 Montreal, Fur Center i 2 3
trader They would pile their bundles of fur ~ 3 Canadian Fur Trading A
and from every direction th~se men from the
r w~uld turn toward Montreal For two weeks
rchants of Montreal would be kept busy exchanging B What place was tb~e center of the fur-trading industry? 1 2 3
~vith the men of the forest When the summer 1 Quebec 2 Montreal 3 St Lawrence u
~eason w~s over, the traders and the Indians
return to the forests for the next trapping season C The fur traders transport their furs —
1 by pack horses 2 on their backs 2 3
C ~ C 3 by canoes C
Go right on to Ihe next page~
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The value of cotton for nianufacturing depends
y upqn the lengtl~ of the cotton fiber or staple. The
‘t ‘cotton fiber is ‘~th~t of the Sea Island Cotton. It
ses fibers of 2~ to 2* inches. This cotton grows in
rest Indies and along the coast of the Southern
The Egyptian Cotton produces staples ‘1~- inches
gth. The American ‘Upland Cotton, which is best
Led to the Cotton Belt of the United States, has fibers
ging ~ of an ,inc~. in length. Indian Cotton and
ian Cotton have ~liort fibers.
H . •.‘
Modern invent~onA1ave helped to ma~e farm work
less laborious than it was a hundred years ago.
work, is still necessary, the farmer’s day is no longer
~unremitting physical toil. The ‘use of the ‘tractor,
:ultivator, the harvester, and, other labor-saving
ines has made the work of the farmer lets burden-
On many an American farm the wood is sawed,
rater, is pumped, and, the milk is separated by the
r of electricity. Many of ‘the laborious chores.
~rly performed by hand are i~ow accomplished by a
~ne engine. ‘ ‘ ‘~
Copper is a metal which has been known to and
by the. ‘human race frccm’ the ñiost remote periods.
.o not ,knq,w’ winch people were ‘the first to make use,
pper ore, We.. do, know, tiowever, that the early
on several continents h~4. tools of copper. The
~st, tools were probably m~e by hammering pieces
pper ore ‘into the desired shapes. ~Chisels and other
~etQolswer.e shaped with their stone hammers. Their
od of refining copper sand of mixing it with other
is is also unknown to us. ‘ ‘
7’
TheLittle Theater movement in America has been
iguished by its ‘rapid and widespread growth into an
,ution which serves the community. There are
~bly 200 Little Theater organizations in universities
medium-sized. cities~ In a year these organizations
about 1000 productions in which 10,000 theatrical
ers participated. It is estimated that over 1,500,000
ts ‘were sold during the year. Probably there are a
sand more such groups doing spasmodic work.
C. The variety of cotton having the longest fiber is the —
1 Sea Island 2 Egyptian 3 Peruvian C
6
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph.
1 The Farmer Works Less ‘2 Machinery Makes
the Farmer’s Work Lighter 3 Many New Inven
tions for Farmers A
B. What has made the farmer’s work less burdensome?
1 power machinery 2 government regulations
3 large-scale Mrming B
C. ‘The farmer’s work ,now is characterized as —.
1 one of unremitting toil 2 less laborious
3 one of’little effort - - ‘
TEST 6. PARAGRAPH COMPREHENSION (Cont’d)
• ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘“ / I
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A. Choose the best title for the paragraph -
1 Long Staple Cotton 2 Effect of Climate on
Cotton 3 Kinds of Cotton. A
B. What wdiild best ‘describe the Egyptian Cotton









A. Choose the best title for the paragraph.
1 COpper Tools Found on Several Continents
2 Copper Tools Shaped by Stone Hammers
3 Early Use of Copper A
B. How do we, know that many primitive people used
copper? . 1 tools, of copper are found on several
continents 2 chisels may be shape4 easily
3 ‘primitive people mixed ores’ B
C., Copper is a ‘metal which —. - ‘
1 has been reôently discovered 2 was used by





A.’ Choose the best title for the paragraph.
1 The Little Theater 2 The Little Theater Has
10,000 Workers ‘ 3 The Extent of the Little
Theater Mo-~’ement A
B. What is the estimated annual attendance at the Little
Theater in the universities and medium-sized cities?
1 .10,000 2 1,500,000 3 5,000,000 B
C. In the universities and medium-sized cities the-number
.of organizations is probably about —
1 200 2 3000 3 1000 ... . .‘. . C
2 -3
2 3
Go right on to the next page.
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TEST 6 PARAGRAPH COMPREHENSION (Cont’d)
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A Choose the best title for the paragraph
1 Basketmaking a Long-Used Craft - ‘~
~Basketmaking is one of the oldest crafts. For 2 Basketry Serves Many Needs for the Uncivilized i ~
hzed people, basketwork serves many essential 3 Importance of Basketry for Everyone A -~ ~
ses its principal use is for carrymg articles In
on, basketry is used for clothing, shelter, transpor- B ~ 7the pruicipal use of basketwork for the un
~ furmture, and cooking Wicker shields are still 1 ~ 2 cooking i 2 3 ~
a warfare by uncivilized tribes In fact, there are 3 carrying articles B
ewàctivities of prithitive peoples’in’ which baskets . •‘•‘~~
~ d .S C. Uncivilized tribes in their warfare stifi use — S
S S : 1 wicker shields 2 poisoned arrows
3 reed spears C
5 5
S . , 10 ~‘ 5
S S ‘ A. Choose the best title for ‘the paragraph.. -
1 Mendel’s Contributions to Science ‘.~
Gregor Johann Mendel was an Austrian’ monk who 2 Mendel Studied Botany 3 Importance of •~.,. ~. .~,
S . . - . . . Scientific Work A ‘nterested in botany. He directed .hjs attention
ularly tq studies of plant breeding. He experi- , S.”
~d’with- the’common garden pea in an attempt to ‘ . ,
~nine the mechanics of heredity. Although his work B. In wh,at country did Mendel live? 1• ~ -
1 Austria 2 France .3 Russia B .,~redm 1865, it was not until 1900 that the scientific S •••‘~ ‘S) 4
took serious notice~ of it. His research work has S . S, S
~f great scientific and practical value ~
S “ ‘
- ~. C. With what plant did Mendel conduct his ei~peri- ‘ .~ ~
mentation? - .,‘ ~1~
1 cotton 2 corn 3 the pea c
S S S ‘ : 11th. \L
11 ,Lr,’.
It has been found that where tree, or more crops A. Choose the best title for the paragraph. 5, ,S~
own in rotation, the arrangement of crop sequences 1 Crop Rotation Produces Better Yields —
1 -i’naportant effect on certain crop yields. Investi-1 2, Crop Rotation Is Important 3 Importance’ of •~ .~. ~
is have shown that where s~gar beets are grown in a Arrangement in Crop Rotation A
year rotation with oats a~. potatoes, the field of B What is one of the most important factors to consider
b~ets is definitely low fo own~1g oats, but is satis- in crop rotation?’ . ‘-:.-
y ‘fol,lowing potatoes. On the other hand, potato’ 1 the sequence of the rotation’ 2 the number ~~.
are satisfactorSr following oats. Ofteh such results of years of rotation 3 the fertilizers used B’ -‘~
~ed farmers to question the benefits of crop rotation
xiately precise infor~mation is, now available as to the c. Sugar beets seem to produce more, satisfactorily when ‘ ‘-‘-‘
11e effect on crop yields of various crop sequences they follow — i 2 3~ ,~
1 alfalfa 2 oats 3 potatoes c •
- S - -
—
The United States i~ the most cosmopolitan country 12 5 - .
world This means that it has more different races A Choose the best title Cfor the paragraph
eoples than any other nation Of our present popu- 1 Our Cosmopolitan Population 2 Making Good 1 2 ~ C
about one third were either themselves born in Citizens 3 Our Foreign-Born Population A
~a’ l~nd~ or were the childrçn of parents one or both B. Where are ‘the greatest number of our foreign-born - , - ,.~ —
om5were foreign born. The greatest number of otu~ people? ‘ ‘5’s
n-born people are found in the large cities Making 1 tural areas 2 large cities 3 mining i 2 B
,American citizens devoted to our ideals of liberty centers B : -~
lemocracy out of this group is on~ of our greatest C The greatest problem we face with our foreigners
ems. 5, - is— 1 furnishing them employment 2 making them - - S -
into good citizens, 3 providing for their leisure i 2 3
- time....’: c
- Do izot turn this page until you are told to do so ~‘
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TEST 7 LOCATION O1~ INFORMATION
PART A USE OF THE INDEX
TIONS The answers to~ the questions in Column SAMPLES
,found in the. index~below. First read the, question ~‘ . .‘ . . . .
hen find, the de~ired answer by looking under th~ A~ Onwhatpagewillyoufindmformationaboutthechmate’ ~ ~‘:‘ ~
r toflic an the index Then locate your answer of Oregon? 1 78 2 229 3 335 4 353 5 362 A
g the possible answers given with the question and B Can you find information about agriculture in Eng- 1 2
answer spacé,~p the margin whic1~ i~numbered. land? 1 Yes 2 No. B
me 1 On what page can you ftnd a map of Germany? 1 2 3 4
dy the samples carefully before you try to answer 1 36 2 445 3 364 4 365 5 366 i
i]~s~o~:mple A In the index under “Oregon” you 2 Does the index tell where to find information about l 2
ad the word “chmat~’ and the pag~e reference, 335 the value of forests? 1 Yes 2 No 2 /
third among the answers given with the question, S On what page can the divisions of biology be found? 1 2 3 4
thirdanswersp~ehasbeenfilledin. . . . 1. 63 •2’66 369 4 70 5’90 a
Ic at Sample B. ~See if you can fin~d the answer in . - . . . . . .
dex. The correct,~nswer space is marked. . . . ~. . . . .S~
swer the remainin~ ~xercises, the same way. 4. Under what topic can you find additional reference to ‘ *
ranching? --~1 grazing 2 cattle 3 herding . ~. =~. ~
,~INDEX 4 agriculture 5 forests 4
aha climate, 125, i:6, exports, 540 (Fig go), industries,
;. map,, page rig; natural re~ources, 99, 144; population, 5. What is the number of the figure which shows some- . :•
;. waterways, i5o. . .. . thing about the e~cports of Australia? . . ? ~.. : :.
~y defined, go, divisions, 6~, industrial uses of, 66—69, 1 90 2 118 3 130 4 140 5 144 ~
‘econdary schools, 70 . in warfare, 69. ‘ . . .. . . . ..
n by-products of, 480, exports, 489—491, growing of, 6 Under what topic does the mdex refer to additional
important districts hi United States, 4,74; . manufac~ . information about Germany? . , . - ~
s of, 482—489, planting of, 472, value, 492 See also 1 France 2 Italy 3 Poland 4 Austria 1 2 3 4 i
thing 5 England 6
nd: coal, 372; commerce, 359—361 (Fig. 121); dairying, . . ! . . - ‘ . . .
factory system, 483 iron industry, 355; wool manu- . . . . . . . ,‘ . ‘~ ,•.
ure, 499 See Great Britam 7 On what page will be found information about irriga- / c,
ts American destruction of, 459, Great Lakes region, tion m semi-arid regions? 1 2 3 4
—429, political control, 422, preservation, 425, tropics, 1 120 2 137 3 138 4 210 5 214 7
, value, 420
any: ‘agricult~.ire, 34—39; army, 40—4’; aviation, 42—45; , . .. ‘V. ‘ . ‘. .‘ 1 5~ -.
stitution and government, 29—30; foi’estry, 445; iron in- 8. What is, the number of the figure showmg the . , — .-
try, 365; tariff, 366; wheat growing, 36; World War, 6g, monthly rainfall in Texas? ‘ , . 1 ,
92 Map, page 364 See also Austria 1 14 2 25 3 132 4 148 5 174 a
Britain relation with Austraha, x85, 187, 190, 212, 9 Does the index tell the page on which information 1 2
tion with India, 162 about Diesel engines may be found? 1 Yes 2 No 9
tion Arizona, Fig 5 page 136, field crops, 137, Hawau,
Imperial Valley, 520 Nile ~asm, 22, southerh Afn~, 10 On what page would you learn the population of 1 2 3 4
Oregon, 138, semi and~gions, 214, Utah, 210, Australia? 1 125 2 126 3 130 4 135 5 15010
shington, 138 ,,
er., See Forests. . . . . , . . , .. . . . . . - . .
inery: agricultural, 556;’ automobile industry, 289—293; 11. On how many pages is a continuous discussion.given ‘ ‘ 2 :,3 ‘4,
struction, 461, for manufacturing, 6o:, transportation, about the forests in the Great Lakes region?
1 ~‘ 2 a , 3 ‘i 4 5 5 u ii
ral industries cemeht, 605, foreign, 6i i, iron furnace,
location 60i—6o~ manufacturing process, 6o8; pot- . ‘ , , ‘ ‘‘. . ‘ ‘ ..
~r and porcelain, 612 ~ Seej~üso Petroleum 12 Information about gas from wood is given on what 1 2 3 4”
a canning mdust~y, 229, climate, ~ coal mining page 2 ~ 2 A 04fl l~ A1Q
map (Fig 53), facing 229, national forests, area of 12
es: 322—2:5, 229-230; California, 2:4; Chesapeake a4d 13. On how many different pages are’ brief. referén~es. . ,
at Lakes, 22:, Oregon, ::g, 230, ~5~3 ~~‘ given to Great Britain’s rela~ons with Australia? 1 2 3 4
~ zone, 22g. . ‘ 4 . ‘ . , , ‘‘ ‘ ‘ , ..~ 13
ung Argentma, x6i, Australia, 163, ranges, 161—162,
~deer in Alaska, ig:, South Africa, 553, Western states, 14 Where is a discussion of transportation of machinery
~eration industrial uses of, too, in homes, 216, on rail g 2 461 3 556 4 602 5 600 14 1 2 3
er: increase in consumption, 540—542; manufactures, 15~ Under what ‘other word would” you look for furthe~ ‘~
~, petroleum products in manufacture, 414, sources of, information about wood?
synthetic, 552, world s production, 40, 411, (Fig :6:) 1 lumber 2 forests 3 trees 4 building 1 2 3 4
~5 rubber 15
cattle farms, 163, cotton, 148, forests, 174, monthly
ufall, (Fig :~) 148, oranges, 132, peaches, 139, pecans, Do not turn this page until you’ are told to do so
~, petroleum, 263, temperature, 148
~farm.1ng 126, Japanese, 88
I desthiction in Umted States, 205, gas fkom, 215, hard
I~soft,22o, lJseSof14I9 SeealsoForests —
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TEST 7 LOCATION OF INFORMATION
PART B SELECTION OF KEY WORDS ~4jj
LIONS This is 3 test of your abthty to choose key w~rds for use in looking up information in an mdex Study
nple Read each question and note that four numbered words or phrases are given below it Three of these
or phrases would, if looked up in an index, be likely to lead to an answer to the question One of the numbered
iould ~not help in locatmg the information Locate this one word or phrase, the one that would not help, and note
nber Then fill in~ the answer space at the right of the exercise which has the same number as the word or
which you chose “The sample is answered correctly
E What is the value of our annual corn crop? 1 2 4
1 caps 2 wheat 3 corn 4 sweet corn I —
id Benjamin Fra~klm publish one of the first newspapers in the city of Philadelphia? 1 2 3 4
1 lawmakers 2 Colonial newspapers 3 Philadelphia 4 Franklin 1,
as Lindbergh the only man to fly the Atlantic Ocean? 1 2’~ 3 4
1 Li~ibergh 2 aviators 3 war aces 4 ocean flights 2
~as Winston Churchill active m the affaffs of the British Govemunient durmg the first World War7 1 2 3 4
1 Churchill 2 navy 3 World War 4 British government 3
[hy is the name Karl Marx associated with the theory of socialism? + 1 2 3 4
1 socialism 2 Karl Marx 3 nationalism 4 social theory 4 -~
~i what year did the United States enter the first World War? 1 2 3 4
1 World War 2 United States 3 war 4 states
las Bismarck the German leader in the Franco-Prussian War? 1 2 3 4~ ~
1 Prussia 2 naval battles 3 France 4 Bismarck 6
~en was the regular air service on the China Clippers begun? 1 2 ~ 4
1 India 2 aviation 3 China Clippers 4 air service / 7
1 ‘2 3
[ow long has the income tax law been operating in the United States?
1 income tax 2 tax act 3 salary 4 Government income s— if
~as Abraham Lincoln, the s~teenth President, born in Kentucky? 1 4
1 Washington 2 Lincoln 3 presidents 4 Kentucky 9
~ dancer a more frequent cause of death in the United States than tuberculosis? 1 2 3 4~ ~
1 death rate~ 2 cancer 3 tuberculosis 4 United States 10
~las Johann Sebastian Ba~ a German composer of music? 1 2 3 4
1 Bach 2 art 3 musician 4 great composers ii
Vas Aristotle regarded as a great Greek philosopher? 1 2 3 4”’~
1 psychology 2 Aristotle 3 Greek philosophy 4 Greeks 12
[as the use of safety measures reduced the number of serious industrial accidents? 1 2 3 4
1 u~4ustry 2 safety 3 diseases 4 accidents / 13
Vhen was the trawisatlantic cable laid? 1 2 3 4
1 trvnsat4antic cable 2 radio 3 Atlantic 4 telegraph 2 3 4/
s hehumr a:hght~r-than-aw gas, used in British naval balioons? - - I :.
1 helium 2 gas 3 Britain 4 naval balloons is
low does the United States rank with other countries in the production of cotton7 1 2 3 ~
1 cotton 2 cotton industry 3 cotton belt 4 production 16
s the metallic chemical element “ ~gue~ium” found widely chstnbuted m nature? 1 2 3 4
1 metals 2 element 3 magnesium 4 nature 17
~id G~neral Cornwaths surrender to Washmgton at the end of the Revolutionary War? 1 2 3 4
1 Yorktown 2 Washington 3 Cornwallis 4 history is
C~j~ the members of the President’s Cabinet elected by vote of the people? ~ 2 3 4
1 cabinet 2 elections 3 members 4 president 19
low much did the Panama Canal reduce the distance by water from New York to San Francisco7 1 2 3 4~
1 water routes 2 N~w York 3 shipping rates 4 Panama Canal 20
Stop here Wait for-further rnstructzons I
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TEST 1. RATE-COMPREHENSION. - PART A
DnuscTloNs. This is a testto see how well and how rapidly you can read silently. Read the story below very
so that you can answer questions about ‘it.
At the end of one minute you will hear the word “Stop.” Put a circle around the word you are then rea
wait for further instructibns.
Coiu~
‘Cork is the outer layer of the bark of an evergreen oak of tle tree itself. ~ The operation of stripping
tree which grows to an average height of about thirty takes place during July and August. 14
feet. 21t is cultivated principally in Spain and Portugal of the strips are cleaned and then flattened by
but may also be found in several other countries. ~ About and heat. 15 process closes the pores a:
seventy per cent of the commercial cork comes from these a better texture to the material. 16 When prope
two countries. 4 cork tree is also being experimentally the stripping of the corky later is beneficial to
grown in Southern California at the present time. 17 average yield at each cutting for a tree is 4~
~ cork is first stripped from the trees when they but some trees yield as much as 500 pounds.
are from 15 to 20 years of age. ~ first yield, which 18 Cork is especially suitable as a stopper fo
is rough, uneven, and woody in nature, is called vfrgin because of its elasticity and its imperviousne~
corh. 7 first trimming is not very valuable and and liquids. 19 Even the crown caps so widely
is used extensively as a tanning substitute and for rustic soft-drink bottles have a thin inner lining of cork.
decorations. 8Thereafter, the bark is removed every quantities of cork are used in America for linol
eight or ten years and improves with each successive other patent floor coverings. 2~ Linoleum is a n~
stripping. ~ tree continues to live aqd thrive for a ground cork and linseed oil put through one or
period of 150 years or more. several secret processes. 22 Because of its light
10 In order to remove the cork, two horizontal cuts are strength, cork is used in life preservers and o’
made around the stem, one a little above the ground saving apparatus. 23 High-grade artificial limbs
and the other just under the main branches. 11 Between from cork. ~ On• account of its lightness, softr
these circular cuts three or four longitudinal incisions non-conducting properties, cork is used for ha
are then made. u The cork is carefully removed in sec- and the soles of shoes.
tions, care being taken to avoid ‘injuring the surface
+2 ‘ Wait for further directions. Do not answer any of the questions until you are told to do so.
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‘TEST 1 RATE-COMPREHENSION — PART B
CTIONS Read this story very carefully so that you can answer questions about it When~ you hear the word
,“ put a circle around the word you are then reading and wait for further instructions
UI~i~LO~ENT INS~ANCE
nemployment ifr the United States annually cauiles ~ European nations have also inaugurated national 7
hips ~and suffer~ng to many thousands of people programs for unemployment insurance
siates of the number of unemployed vary, but all i7 part of the National Security Act passed by the
Lave mvestigated the problem agree that unemploy- Federal Government in 1935 deals with unemployment
had become a very serious social problem in the insurance ‘8This act has been heralded by many as the
d States during.the ten years between 1930 and 1940. most noteworthy social insurance legislation ever passed - -:
~efore, thany ag~cies and organizations are searching in this country. 19.Un~1er the provisions of this act the
ays and means t~ eliminate unemployment 4 Federal Government does not directly provide for unem
protection from~ unemployment just as they now ployment insurance, but rather encourages the states to
themselves against loss from disasters caused by establish unemployment insurance laws 20 The act pro-
rain, theft, torna~oes, and accidents ~ Unemploy- vides that all employers, with certain exceptions, shall pay
insurance represents an effort not only to reduce three per cent of the sum of their pay roll into a govern
ployment but also to relieve the distress which fol- ment fund 21If the state enacts unemployment~msurance
~he loss of a job laws which meet the approval of the national government,
rrvate unemployment insurance within certain indus- then up to mnety per cent of that fund may be returned
[has been tried by some progressive and forward- to the state for use as unemployment insurance By
firms ~ before 1930, a number of compames 1937 every state in the Union had passed laws which were
~eveloped plans whereby both the management and satisfactory to the Federal Government
yorker contributed a stipulated amount regularly to ~ Bureau of Unemploymçpt Compensation of the
~employment insurance fund 8In Rochester, New Social Security Board estimated that during the first ten
fourteen companies representing about one third of months of 1938 about 3,500,000 unemployed workers had
idustrial workers of the city started an unemploy- received benefits ~ The average check for total unem
msurance plan m 1931 9 insurance plans of the ployment in 24 states during the month of October was’
te companies have been valuable, but their bene~ $11 31 ~ partial unemployment the average check +3
ere restricted to a relatively small group of workers paid in 16 states during the month of October was $5 06
here is a rapidly growing conviction that the prob- ~ that year the peak of the expenditures for the benefit
unemployment must be attacked upon a large scale of the unemployed was reached in August
breakdown of private systems of unemployment ~ unemployment insurance acts of the Federal
nce during the depressio~i of the 1930’s turned the Government have not been in operation long enough to
on of workers, employ~s, and legislators to the indicate just how beneficial they may be 28Prowstons
thty of compulsory Fede~unemployment insurance for even a small amount of aid in times of unemployment
e and private efforts probably will never succeed will relieve the tension for many people who are thrown
ing with a problem as universal as unemployment out of work through no fault of their own 29 Far more
national government is regarded as the only organ- experience with the plan is needed before we can pass final
n which is large en~igh to deal with this problem judgment upon it ~ insurance is’ a
mployment insiilance on a national scale was first prudent and thoughtful attempt to set—aside funds in
in England in 1911 i5 This act provided unem- periods of normal business activity to be used as a reserve
Lent insurance fo?appr~ximately two million workers against the hazards of unemployment
Wait foT further directions Do not turn this page until you are told to do so
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~kT~EST ‘ir iRATE~~?CP1V[PREHE~TSION —PART B (C~ont’~4)4~ ~ 1 -~ ~ ä41
~~W ~t:l~olng~agai~iat ai~ .añswe~th~ qüéstipp,s~ f~r~tl~è~e sbt~emei~s c~réf~il1y.. ~Decide .
~r~m terms ofi~the article, a statement is true, false, or not discussed If, according to the article, the ~tatement
~flll m the answer space under ‘1~ (for true), if false, fill in the space under F (for false) If a statement is not
sea in the article ~ven though true or false in itself), fill in the space under N (for not discussed) The sample is l
red correctly
E Very few~people suffer each year in the United States because of iinem- P F N
~..j5loyment.jL~ ~
ne~ployment l~isurance has been tried by ‘~ ~-;
rivate companies / 1
he unemployment insurance plan of Japan is very similar P F N
o that of England ~ - 2
he unemployment ~a~urance plan of the United States is a part of the National P F I N
éêurityAct .
iissia enacted ~hational unemployment insurance plan T F N
1911 ,.~
~fnployers pay tlThee per cent of their pay roll - - ~ ‘~.
~ito a government fund
Lnthe years from)30 to 1940, unemployment was one of the most serious social l + F F
~roblems in the united States 6
~.Tisc6nsin has been regarded as the pionee~r state for compulsory unemployment P F ~
~urance legislation .~ 7
Ynemployment insurance is not concerned with the problem’of reducing unem- P F N
loyment ,.s
/tates are ehcouraged to set up their own unemployment insurance programs. T F N -
~ithout the approval of the Federal Government / :
~ife insurance is very important in S .~., f...
Lm~erican economics. . 10
~he average monthly check for total unemployment ddring 1938 was just a little P F N
o.re than $11 00 11
.5 . .5 . S
.55_S_S_S . 5, ~. 4•: ~
y 1930 all but six states liad passed laws establishing an unemployment insur- P F N
nce program 12 - -%
,ess. than 100,000 workers received unempi~yment , F , - T ~ ~ ~ ~~4q
enefits m 1938 ia
s much as ninety per cent of the pay roll tax P F N
Lay be returned to the stases 14
S S .
ngland is the only Euroj~’àn country which has tried out a national unemploy- T F
eat insurance plan 15
ne hundred per cent of the workers were enrolled P F N
the Rochester msurance plan 16 ,
~he~ldageanui~ty~rogram isapartof the ~.. ‘~
ederal Social Sechnty Act 17
~eo~p~e sometimes’are t~r~wn out of work through + F . F ~N’
0 fault of their ~wn 18 c
lany people believe that private unemployment insurance is more just ‘than P F N
ovemment-controlled insurance 19
S. S — .
hei~epo~t of the Bureau of Unemployment Compensation shows mbre money~ P N
~enVm 1939 than in 1938 20
stiinates Of the extent of unemployment in the ‘United States agree ~ to- the . T ~
umber of unemployed .. - 21 ~ ‘~-
he unemployment insurance acts have not been in operation long e~iough to P F N
ermit us to know just how well they work 22
~uring the 1930’s the voluntary systems of P F N
~surance were effective .~ 23 ‘~
~uri~ig 1938, August was the month in which the greatest amount was paid N
C) workers 24
lie Federal Government is the administrative agency for unemployment P F N
~siirance 5-. 2~
S - Do not ~turn this page until you are told to do so.
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TEST 2 DIRECTED READING
~TIONS A stoty is given below, with each ~entence numbered These numbers are to help you answer some
~ons about the stpry Read each question ancHInd the sentence in the story which answers it Notice the number
s sentence Fmj l~his number among the answer spaces at the right of the question and fill in the space under it
ook at the sample below Space No 1 is filled because the question in the sample is answered in sentence No 1
article Ans~ver the other questions in a similar manner
ou. will have .thre..e minutes for this work. You: may’ reread parts of the story if you need .to do .so.
• •,.
1 2 3 4’~5
CORK SAMPLE What is the average height cf the cork tree? ~ I ____________
rk is the oute4~layer of the bark of an evergreen / i 2 4
ee which grows ~t,p an average height of about thirty 1 What countries grow the greatest amount of cork? i
is cultivat~f prmcipally in Spain and Portugal 2 Are experiments in growing the cork tree being con- i 2 3 4 5’
ay also be found ~.n several other countries ~ About ducted in this country? 2 —
ty per cent of th~ommercial cork comes from these 3. What per. cent of the world’s supply of cork + .‘. ~. ~. ~ ~;
~untries 4 cork tree is also being experimentally comes from Spain and Portugal? 3 I
in Southern Califorma at the present time ~ 6 7 8 c ~
cork is first stripped from the trees when they are 4 For what is virgin cork extensively used? 4
15.to 20 years, of age. °The first yield, which is .. . . ~. Y. 89~~/~1O
uneven, and woody m nature, is called virgin cork 5 How high up on the tree is the cork removed? s
first trimming is not very valuable and is used 6 7 8 9 10
Lively as a tanning substitute and for rustic decora- 6 How often is the cork removed from the trees?
8 Thereafter, the bark is removed every eight or 8 9 10 i1~~
ars and improves with each successive stripping 7 How long does the cork tree continue to produce? 7
tree continues to live and thrive for a period of 150 8 Is care needed to avoid injuring the tree as the cork 8 9 10 ii is
or more is removed?
~ ~rder to remove the cork, twq horizontal cuts are
around the stem, olie a little above the grounct 5+
e other just under the main branches u Between 9 In what season of the year is the cork removed from 10 ii. i2 i3~14
circular cuts three or four longitudinal incisions are the tree? o
aade i/i The cork is carefully removed in sections, 10 How many longitudinal incisions are made when ii i2 13 14 iS
emg taken to avoid injuring the surface of the tree stripping the cork? io
1~ operation of stripping the trees takes place 11 What is the purpose of cleaning up and flattening the ii 12 13 ~ ii
July and August 14Tl~ surfaces of the ‘strips are cork strips? ii
d and then flattened by~~essure and heat 18 12 How are the strips cared for after being removed ii” i2 i3 i4 ~1i
s closes the pores and gives a better texture to the from the trees? 12 .~
al 16When properly done, the stripping of the 13 What quahties make cork especially suitable for bottle i4 15 i6 17
layer is beneficial to the tree. i7 The average yield. . stoppers? 13 IL 1.
h cutting for a tre~ is 45 pounds, but some trees i6 17 “i8 31]
as much as 500 ~ounds 14 How high a yield may be expected of a cork tree? 14 ..
ork is especiall~ suitable as a stopper for bottles i6 17 i8 ~i9 2(1
se of its elastic4~r anli its imperviousness to air and 15 Is stripping usually detrimental to the cork tree? i5
s 19 Even the crown caps so widely used on soft- 16 Is cork ever used in the crown caps of soft-drink 17 18 19 ~O ~21
bottles have a thin inner lmmg of cork 20 bottles? i6
ities of cork are used in America for linoleum and i9 20 2i 22 21
patent floor coverings 21 Linoleum is a mixture of 17 Why is cork used in making life preservers? 17 1
d cork and linseed oil put through one or more of 18 Is cork extensively used in the manufacture of imo- 20 21 22 23 24
1 secret processes 22 Because of its lightness and leum? 18’
th, cork is used in life preservers and other life- 19 Are the processes by which linoleum is made generally 20 21 in 23 i~24
apparatus n High grade artificial limbs are made known?
cork ~ On account of its lightness, softness, and 20 21 22 ~ 24
onductmg properties, cork is used for hat lin.uigs 20 Why is cork used for hat linings? 20 ..
he soles of shoes +
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TEST 3 POETRY COMPREHENSION 6
LIONS. This i~ a test of your ability to read and interpret poetry. Read the poem below very carefully before
pting to answer any of the questions about it. - ‘
otice that in this ~ëlection certain passages are marked by numbered brackets. Read each question and ~nd the
ted passage w~ich contains the best answer to the question. Answer the question by filling in the answer space .
end of the question which has the same number as the bracketed passage which contains the correct answer.
ou may reread~pa;ts of the poem if. necessary.
‘he sample is ar$wered correctly. ‘. - j 2 3 4 -- 5
E What does the poet call the good critic? I
ON CluTIcIsris — 1. Is all of the work of an author to be considered by ~. ~. ~
I the critic? i
)erfect Judge will read each work of Wit -
2’ —‘ 2. In what attitude does the perfect judge read an 2 3 4 5
th the same spi~it that its author wnt, author’s work? 2
‘icy the whole, nor seek slight faults to ~nd - . ‘ ~ 7~. ~
1 3 Will the perfect critic search for minor faults? 3
Lere Nature moves, and rapture warms the mind:
6. -, ‘4. May correct writing sometimes appear to be dead and ~
~r lose,_for_that malignant dull delight, hfeless? 4
~e gen’rous pleasure to be tharm’d with wit. . - 5. What is the reader apt• to lose if he reads too criti~. ~
Ltinsuchlaysasneitherebbnorflow, cally? -.- ~‘
- S , 10 ii 12 -13 24
irrectly cold, and regularly low, 6 Does the critic associate correctness with coldness? 6
iat shunning faults one quiet tenor keep, 7. How does. the writer describe a correct but uninter- ‘? ~ ,~, ‘-~
i2~ estmg product? 7
e cannot blame indeed — but we may sleep. - . . - . .
I- — . i~ . .~ . .. 10 ii 12 13 -‘1’4
Wit, as_Nature,_‘~tat_affects_our hearts 8 Is correct writing sometimes low in quality? 8
not th’ exactness of peculiar parts, 14 15 16 i7
not a lip, or eye, we beauty 9 Does the writer con~pare nature with writing? 9
~Uthe joint force and full result of all. . - . . - : 6+- -
~us when we view some well-proportion’d dome, 10 What is it that constitutes beauty in writing as well 17 is 19 20 2i
19 , as in nature? 10
ne world s just wonder and cv n thine, 0 Rome!) . . . . . . . . .
20 21 . - - 11. How does the writer illustiate his. definition of ~ ‘
single parts unequally surprise, beauty? 11
~comes united to th’ adn~ñngeyes;: . . . - - 24- 25 26’ 2~ “~
monstrous height, or b4dth, or length, appear; - 12. Are-we impre~sea by length of product alone? 12 -
21 25 - 13. What are the outstanding qualities~ of the. total ~ ~ ~. ~
e whole at once is bold and regular product? 13
Whoever thinks a faultless piece to see, 14 Are we told to consider carefully the writer’s pur- 27 28 29 30
~nks what ne’er was~ nor is, nor e’er shall be.. - POSES 14. :1 :.~
-_28 . - . - . .. . . - 28 29 30 31 32
every work regaM the Wr~ter’s End, 15 Shall we ever find faultless art?
~ce none can con~ass ~nore -than.they intend; . - . 28 29 30 3i’~, 12
ci if the ;means 1!~e just, the conduct true, - 16. Why should one regard the purposes of the writer?. . is ~.
- 32 33. 17. Should small faults in the product cause praise to - ~ ~:
plause, in spite of trivial faults, is due be withheld? 17
men of breeding, sometimes men of wit, - . - - . . —
void great errors must the l~s comn~, 18 What advice is given about the rules of critics? 18
________________ __________________ - 19. is it necessary to know all of the rules of the ~ ~1) ~?. .~ ~
glect the rules each verbal critic lays critics? 19
r not to know some trifle is a praise 39 40 4i 42 43
4st.,ciitics, fond of some subservient art, . 2Ô. Are most critits true to their principles? 20 ~.
~~k~iie whole depend upon a part:. - - - - . .- ~“ -
~ey talk of Principles but Notions prize
all to one lov’d folly sacrifice
- 41 . V. -, . I -
From Essay On Critwzsm, Part II, by Alexander1 Pope
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Z TEST 4 WORD MEANING
IONS Each of~the exercises in Parts A, B, C, and D of this test consists of a statement which is correctly corn-
by one of the five numbered words or phrases Find the number of this correct answer Then, in the answer
t the right of ~he exercise, fill in the space which has the same number as the word or phrase you selected / /
e sample is an~wered correctly
To toil is to~— i i i 4 5
1 read 2 play 3 work 4 fall 5 believe I ‘~
PART A SOCIAL SCIENCE 4
blockade ar~enemy~is to — 1 destroy ships 2 bomb troops 3 prevent entrance of supplies 1 2 3 4
= 4 lay mines in harbors 5 withdraw credit . i
ien means — 2 3 4
1 enemy 2 radical 3 unknown 4 foreign 5 patriotic 2
egal means — 1 2 3 4 ‘S
1~ not lawful 2 criminal 3 with support of law 4 good business 5 dangerous 3
surplus is — 1 2 3 4 5
1 a f~nime 2 a good crop 3 a commodity 4 an excess 5 food for the poor 4
migrate is to — 1 move from one country to another 2 settle down 3 spread out rapidly i 2 3 4 5
4 buildupon ,~ destroy
Onopoly means —. 1 government regulation 2 exclusive control 3 taxation ~ 2 ~
4 appropriation 5 labor union control , 6
appropriate is to — 1 recall 2 balance a budget 3 set apart for a special use 1 2 3 4 5
4 pass legislation 5 conserve 7
~enactisto— 1 2 3 4’5
~‘ 1 restrict 2 govern 3 elect to Congress 4 make into a law 5 advertise s
violate is to — 1 3 4 5
1 overpower 2 pass an edict 3 dishonor 4 travel rapidly 5 censure 9
-~ - 7+
quota isa— 1 2 3 4 ~5
1 quorum . 2 quality 3 minority 4 majority’ 5 certain share .1° ‘ H
~flation is — 1 an Act of Congress 2 deflation 3 silver and gold 1 2 3 4 5
4 a surplus commodity 5. an unusual increase 11
verdict is-—-; 1 an accusation 2 a judgment 3 establishment of guilt . . . 1 2. 3 4
4 proof of innRcence S a compromise 12
proclaihation is — 1 ~ublic announcement 2 ~n established belief 3 a governor’s vote 1 2 3 4
4 a law passed by Congress 5 a jury’s. verdict V.. 13 . V
annul isto— ~ . ‘~ ‘ V V ,~ ,. .~ . . 2 3 .
1 adjourn 2 cancel 3 pass with restriction 4 surprise 5 set out yearly 14
n.ancipation means 1 2 3 4 5
1 pr(clamation 2 seceding 3 setting free 4 making slaves 5 destruction is
indictment is a -~- ~ trial 2 writ of habeas corpus 3 conviction. . . . :~ ~ ~. - ~
4 gq,vemment proclamation 5 formal accusation 16
opaganda refers to — 1 a plan for spreading beliefs 2 untrue statements 3 foreign activities 1 2 3 4 5• ‘ V, . 4 warlike activities ~, property damage V.’ 17 V
sanction is to — 1 2 3 4 5
1 abolish 2 authorize 3 compromise 4 become religious 5 veto 18
ban,refers to— ‘ V •~ 2 ~
1 country 2 something changing 3 census reports 4 city 5 agriculture 19
estige means — 1 2 3 4 5
-. V 1 military efficiency, 2 control 3 service 4.positiveaction 5 fame.. V 20 H H H ,
Go right on to the next page .0 -
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V V Number Right, Part A : ‘~• ~
à~le means~ ~ ~- -~ -44 1 2 3 4
.~2 ..4~ph~ble ~. ~. destructible . .., •~.-• . 1 .;!
siw means — 1 2 3 4~ 5
1 efapsmg 2 elated 3 without form 4 controlled 5 expansive 2
-ingredient is a — 1 2 3 4
1 fine sieve 2 contagious disease 3 bacteria 4 component part 5 naval instrument a
üted means — 1 2 3 4
1 diiigent 2 strengthened 3 weakened 4 filled with acid 5 condensed 4
logy is a — ~l -study of plants 2 study of annuals 3 den for animals 1 2 3 4 5~4
4 deep cave 5 herd of animals 5 -
analyze is to — I 1 2 3
1 examhie carefully 2 measure 3 build up 4 direct 5 dissolve .~
disi4ifect is to — ~ 1 wash clean 2 free from infection 3 spread disease 1 2 3 4
4 neutralize 5 dismcorporate 7
lution means 1 2 3 4 5
1 im~unty 2 poflmation 3 cleanliness 4 powerful 5 water supply 8 I
be parasitw me~is to — 1 support another 2 have a dreaded disease 3 be paralyzed 1 2 3 4 5
4 be unemployed 5 live on another .. 9 I -~
alone is — L~ unit measure of heat 2 food 3 a vegetable 1 2 3 4 .5 4
4 cal~hc resistance 5 a method of analysis 10
molecule is a — 1 2 3 4~ ~
1 weight 2 heavy substance 3 liquid mea!sure 4 unit of matter 5 monopoly ii
~ninant means — 1 2 3 4 ~
1 restless 2 affected 3 inactive 4 suffering 5 controlled 12
- - .- .. - . 4 .• .
tallic means — 1 2 3 4 5~
- -~ 1: metamorphosis - 2 acid. -~ -3 yielding metal 4 lacking metal. 5 hard substance ia -~,
corrode is to — 1 2 3 4
• -.- 1 filter 2 break-into 3 buildup 4 water 5 wearawaygradually.. 14 -:~,
--~ -.•~-~
H -. . .- . 1 2 3iT1~3.fl5 .~ - . . . -- . . . - . . •:: I
1 colored 2 transparent 3 not transparent 4 not colored 5 curved 15
PART C MA~fHEMATICS 8~
semicircle is a — 1 \ 2 3 4 5~4~
1 quarter-circle 2 half-circle 3 circumference 4 rectangle 5 polygon 1
bisect is to — r 1 2 3 4
1 surround 2 intersect 3 cut into two equal parts 4 insert 5 run parallel 2
stance refers to the — ‘~I diameter of a sphere 2 space between two objects 3 far vision 1 2 3~ 4 5~.
4 area of a circle 5 relative..speed r
gative means — A- 1 2 3 4
1 positive 2 subtraction 3 addition 4 multiplication 5 minus 4
uilateral means — 1 having a1~ sides equal 2 having an unusual arrangement 3 equidistant 1 2 3 4 5~
4 equal area S same ratio 5
~e perimeter is the — * 1 2 3 ~ ~
1 radius 2 square 3 area ~4 distance around S volume 6
assess is to — 1 2 3 4 ‘ 5~
1 flz~he rate 2 collect 3 spend 4 ftne 5 reform 7
e extremes are ~ 1 the middle terms of a proportion 2 the lower levels 3 measures of area 1 2 3 4 5~
4 averages 5 the first and last terms of a proportion a 4
ingent means — 1 2 3 4-
F opposite 2 semicircular 3 parallel 4 touching at a point ~ 5 round
cancel means to — 1 2 3 ~ 5
1 solve 2 counterbalance 3 destroy 4 work out 5 collect io
ansversal means — 1 2 3 ~ 5I~
1 running across 2 separating 3 trapezium 4 solving 5 algebraic computation ii
*tsymmetrwal object is — 1 2 3 4 5
1 round 2 balanced 3 circular 4 square 5 oblong 12 .~ ~
exfronent is a — 1 square root 2 multiplication sign 3 factor 1 2 3 ~
4 cube root 5 symbol showing a power is
corollary is — 1 a proved law 2 a theorem 3 an hypothesis 1 2 3 4
4 a similar proposition naturally following 5 energy 14
-- - . -. . .. . .. -- - .
tegral means — 1 2 34 4
1 fractional 2 inverted 3 not fractional 4 mixed number 5 provisional is -
~o right on to the next page4 Ni~mber Right, Part B Number Right, Part C4
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/ TEST 4 (Con9d) PART D ENGLISH
‘ubnorous mean&— I 1 2 3 4
.1 amusing 2 monotonous 3 picturesque 4 sarcastic 5 stilted i
accent is to — 1 2 3 4 5
1 pause 2 stop 3 go slowly 4 stress 5 accept 2
bsolete means —~- 1 used continuously 2 in a foreign language 3 no longer used -. 1 2 3 4 5
4 i3verse form 5 opposite a
olu~rnnous means — 1 extensive 2 a volume of poetry 3 wealthy 1 2 3 4 5
4 poetic 5 controversial issues 4
monologue is ~4’ ~ 1 part of a play. 2 dramatic incident 3 speech by one person - .~ ,•~ ~
4 good~actor 5 speech of several persons —
uency means — 1 restricted speech 2 vulgar language 3 fallacious reasoning 1 2 3 . 4 5
4 hj~ckneyed 5 readiness of speech 6
nlet.tered means rhe same as — 1 2 3 4 5
1 ed~icated 2 alphabetized 3 unanswered letters 4 illiterate 5 literature 7
resum~is— 1 2, 3 4 5
1 a direction 2 a summary 3 an editorial 4 a short story 5 a result 8 -
orbid means — 1 2 3 4” 5
/ 1 wholesome 2 satisfactory 3 mentally gloomy 4 melodious 5 genuine 9
~thord,,nate means — 1 2 3 4 5
1 substantial 2 minor 3 subnormal 4 major 5 important 10
~ suffix means to — 1 2 3 4 5
1 preclude 2 repair skillfully 3 divide 4 add to the beginning 5 add to the end ii
horn refers to — 1 usage peculiar to a language 2 all language 3 formal language 1 2 3 4 5
4 controversies 5 idiosyncrasies 12
onteinporary means — 1 in the remote past 2 at a future time 3 a commentary 1 2 3 4 5
4 living at the same time 5 positive 13
~sipidmeans— ‘ ‘ ‘-.‘ ~
1 inspiring 2 careful speech 3 outmoded 4 a quotation 5 lifeless 14
9+
erbose means — 1 2 3 4 5
1 condensed 2 verified~ 3 victorious 4 wordy 5 literary 15
i anthology is a(n) — 1 bibliography 2 summary of literature 3 collection of literary works 1 2 3 4—
4 classic poem 5 autobiography 16
parody is — 1 an imitative writing ~2 a paraphrase 3 a fictitious story -‘ 1, 2 3 4 5
4 a portion *the Bible 5 a biography 17
rclzaic means — 1 e4ressive 2 going out of use 3- good English 1 2 3 4
4 stilted English 5 ancient architecture 18
nnotated means — 1 superimposed 2 carefully edited 3 well written 1 2 3 41
4 pr~ctipal English 5 supplied with comments 19 / ~
canto is a — 1 2 3 4 ,5
1 p~eface 2 short story 3 division of a poem 4 biography 5 document 20
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TEST 5. ‘SENTENCE MEANING 10
ONS. You are to read~each sentence and answer it by filling in the answer space under the right answer Study
iles. Do not guess V YES NO
;. A. Are all people dishonest? A H I
- YES NO
B. Are authors often quoted? B
V YES NO
generous people sometimes approached by people who have seffish interests P 1 -s
YES NO V
i. boastful person often disliked? 2 V
V ( YESNO -:
es a person desire to meet ferocious animals when he is unarmed? V
V V YESNO, VV~V.~V.VI
all athletes hav~ the same scholastic ability? l; l: V
- YSNO
exaggerated statements ever found in printed material? 5
V V / , x~S~
people sometimes unintentionally discourteous to theif friends? V V
V V
all critical people free from prejudices? V
V V YESNO
people sometimes experience inconvenience becau~e. of their own disregard for law? S
V V YESVNO V V
~s extensive reading help to increase a person’s vocabulary? 9 V V V
V YES ~? V
11 a scientist be satisfied with crude measurements in conducting an important experiment? 10
V VV V YESNO
house furnishings always chosen with artistic iare? 11
10+ V
V YESNO
II our international relations be improved by honesty and fair dealings? 12
V V YESNO
es opposition to the passage of a law mean that one is disloyal? 13 : V
‘S. V V YESNO
fresh air and sunshine c~ducive to recov~ry from tuberculosis? 14 - V V
V V~ V YESNO V
ës the Supr~me Court ever Vr~verse the decision of a lower court?
S V V5 ~V’
members of different political parties sometimes disagree upon questions of government policy.? V~ 16 1 11 V
YES NO
fictitious name~lways assumed as an alias by a crimi~ial? 17
I ~ V ~YESNO
people sometiMes accused of serious crimes because of public sentiment? is
V V V
~ parents usually proud of a disrespectful child? 19 ~
V :~ ~
es a knowledge of geography help in the understanding of many economic problems? 20 ~ V V
• . V V
es an athlete usually eat rich pastry foods while training for a contest? 21
V •• V V L YESNO
undesirable reputation usually based upon the previous acts of an individual? 22
V + YSNO
II a newspaper sometimes print stories which later are found to be false? 23 ~ V
YES NO
es compulsory military service mean that the government depends upon volunteers? 24 -‘
V V YESNO
es a person always choose his vocation, with sufficient consideration of his abilities? 25
Go right on to the next page.
• TEST 5. SENTENCE MEANING (Cont’d)
e President considered the exec~utive head of the United States? 26
F - — F +
s the enemy ever attempt to confuse its opponents by several methods of attack? 27
education usually hinder an individual, in securing an important position? 28
1 a good mathematician be likely to make excessive errors in arithmetic? 29
11 a bankrupt individual usually have a large bank bal,~a.nce? 30
;ocial progress always secured by social legislation? .31
es a man usually derive satisfaction from doing his work efficiently? 32
D courtesy someti~aes accomplish more than threatening? 33
economic conditions benefited by a prolonged depression? 34
nternational good wifi likely to be hindered by widespread use of a language
ich all people understand? 35
~ measure likely to be passed by Congress if members unanimously favor it~ 36
the publication of libelous statements an ethical practice? 37
es a religious martyr adhere tó his beliefs in spite of persecution? 38
11’•
individuals with low intelligence likely to graduate from college with honors? ~. 39
harmony among nations fostered by border difficulties? 4 40
es a metropolitan newspaper ever distort pblitical news? 41
es~damming up a stream create an artificial lake ~ 42
promptness in arriving at work likely to be condemned by an employer? 43
ffleg~l enterpris~s sometimes receive support from legal sources? 44
~es the usual poli,~e for~e provide adequate protection in times of great strife? 45
carefully verified calculations sometimes turn out to be in error? . . .- 46
procrastination a’vir~ue which people admire? 47
~ efficient employees ever discharged during -an industrial depression? 48
ii a public debater always possess the facts necessary to establish his position? .49
~ aftruistic individuals coi~tantl~ concerned about their selfish interests7 so
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TEST 6. PARAGRAPH COMPREHENSION .
IONS. Read each paragraph carefully, and thenVstudy the questions A, B, and C at the right. Select the correct ~
Notice the number of this answer. In the margin at the right, fill in the answer space under this number. ~1
orn usually requires a growing season of five
~. A few varieties mature in three months. Corn
best when the average temperature ranges from
~0 degrees during the growing season. •A rainfall
3 to 4 inche~per month is desirable. Gently
lands that ha’~e good drainage and deep, black,
soil produce the.best corn. A yield of 100 bushels
e is outstanding, and farmers call 35 to 40 bushels
yield.
1
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph.
1 Effect of Soil on Corn Crop 2 Quick-maturing
Varieties of Corn 3 Conditions Required for
Corn Crop A
0 -
B. What average temperature is best for corn?
1 60 to 70 degrees 2 7.~0 to 80 degrees
3 80 to 90 degrees B
C. The growth of corn requires a rainfall of three or four
inches —
1 per month 2 per year 3 per season c
‘he National Geographic Society was founded in
o spread geographic knowledge. In the interests
arch it sends expeditions to many parts of the
Some of these expeditions are financed entirely
society, while others are partially financed by other
~s. the society attempts ~to spread knowledge
h the National Geographic Magazine and other
Ltions. The Hubbard Gold Medal is awarded b~r
biety to explorers and other individuals for out
~g achievement. V
2
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph.
1 Work of the National Geographic Society
2 A Geographic Society 3 Publications of the
National Geographic Society A
B. Why was the National Geographic Society organized ?
1 to make explorations 2 to publish a geographic
‘magazine 3 to increase and spread geographic
knowledge B
C. The National Geographic Society awards a
medal for —
1 geographic lectures 2 outstanding











t has been proved that almost V anyone can’ greatly 3
e his speed of reading a~tyet retain his accuracy. A. Choose the best title for t~e paragraph.
:, some experiments show that the faster we read V ~‘ 1 Speed and, Accuracy in Reading 2 Speeding
certain limits the better we understand. When we Up Reading 3 Reading Accurately A
;pidly, we have to concentrate more closely. There B. Why may speeding up reading increase accuracy?
nind-wandering. V In~ rapid reading we take in more 1 Rapid reading helps to see the letters. V
~ line at a single ‘glance. This has a tendency to 2 Grouping words may help to grasp ideas.3 Experiments have proved it to be true B
is. to group wor~ls and phrases, and thus to gr~p C. When we read rapidly there is less —
Lhor’s ideas rathef thai his words only.
, 1 concentration 2 mind-wandering V 3 effort c
V V
‘he Arlington National Cemetery, which is the
il burial ground of our military heroes, is situated
~igton, Virginia, on the banks of the Potomac River.
as a cemetery dates from 1864, when a Confederate
was first buried there. Since that time, more
5,000 soldiers, of whom a majority werç Civil War
~, have been buried in this cemetery. The best
.memorial in the cemetery is the Tomb of the Un
Soldier. VThe monument erected for the ‘victims
Maine and the amphitheater erected through the
of the Grand Army of the Republic are also quite
4
A. Choose Vthe best title for the paragraph.
1 The Arlington National Military Cemetery
2 The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier V
3 The Location of the National Military Cemetery A
B. V What class of people are buried in Arlington Nati(mal
Cemetery? V
1 political leaders 2 military heroes
3 financial leaders
C. The first soldier buried in Arlington National Cemetery
was — V V V
1 a Revolutionary War hero 2 a Union soldier
3 a Confederate soldier c
Go right on to the next puge,
fore the fifteenth cez~tury men knew very little
ie earth upon whiêh they ~ved. However, maps
the fifteenth éentury outlined the Mediterranean
Western Europe fairly accurately. The rest of
id, however, was not shown correctly. Africa was
to be much smaller. Little was known of Asia
maps showed that it extended out into a sea of
~ere has. been a rneat reduction in the nUmber of
•rorn disease, both in the United States and in the
the world, as we have increased our information
:ommunicable disease. Seventy-five years ago
diseases were a constant terror to people every-
Smallpox and typhoid., fever were widespread.
sia came cholera, a terrible death-dealing scourge.
the summer months yellow fever from the tropics
a serious threat to life in America. These diseases
rare now as a result of our study of bacteriology.
sects ai~e found in nearly every place on earth —
vater, in the air, on land, and burrowing in the
One authority estimates,that there are 400,000
Many insects are know4 to be harmful; ~others
ul; some ~apparently do ~t affect ~js at all; and
s we are quite. ignorant. ~ Most living things have
~ernies, and insects in turn have ènem~es that prey
em.
~ery state has a written constitution which is the
indation. of its government. The people of each
ye the privilege of making and amending their own
.tion. In making or changing laws, a state legis
iust•be careful not to conflict with anything in the
)nstitution. In other words, the constitution of
4e is the fundamental law for the’ state just as the
Constitution is fundamental for the United States.
TEST 6. PARAGRAPH COMPREHENSION (Cont’d)
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph.
1 Map of Western Europe 2 A Fifteenth
Century Map 3 The Mediterranean and West
Cern Europe A_
B. Why were maps of the fifteenth century inaccurate?
1 people traveled only in the Mediterranean
2 the earth was so large 3 men were ignorant
about the earth B
C. The map makers pictured Africa -i-
1 as sn~aller than it was 2 as larger than it was
3 as~we know it c
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph.
1 Communicable Diseases 2 Scientific Control
of Disease ‘3 Cholera, the Scourge Of Asia. . . . A
B. Why has it been possible practically’ stamp out
certain diseases? 1 people fear’ the diseases
2 people become immune S
3 more accurate knowledge about the diseases. . B
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1 1
C; Yellow fever came into America from —.
1 Asia 2 the swamps of the South• 3 .the tropics . c
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph.
1 Harmful Pests 2 Beneficial Insects A
3 Insect Friends and Enemies
B. . What helps to decrease the number of insects?.
1 their enemies 2 their food supply -• B• 3 the large number of species
C. One estimate places the number of insect species at —,
1 4,000 2 1,400,000 3 400,000 :.. .
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph.
1 Every ‘State Has a Constitution 2 States
May. Change Their Constitutions 3 The State
Constitution Is the Fundamental Law A
B. What must legislatures observe about laws when
passing them? 1 that they must be passed by a two-,
thirds vote 2 that they do not conifict with state
constitutions. 3 that they may be amended :. . B
C. Who has authority to amend a state constitutions?
1 the voters of the state 2 the Federal congress
3 the state senate ‘.. ‘. C
“S
Go Tight Oil to the nex~ page.
The Industrial Revolution, which began about
ide of the eighteenth century, made many changes
lives of workers. The handicraft system with its
hop and small group of workers, its close personal
LS, and its limited production soon disappeared.
lace came the modern factory with its machinery,
ntless numbers of workers, its regimentation,, and
tipline. The worker, who previously owned his
ad ~worked at his own rate, now beëame merely a
the machinery of modern industry.
Changes in the purposes of education which our
~iers brought to~ t~ie New World from Europe. s’oon
to be exhibited. The influence of pioneer and
iess life and the social equality of the people tended
ik down the class barriers of the Old World. The
Is soon demanded schools which would educate
hildren for their times and conditions. The made-
of the traditional education of the homeland soon
apparent and a program of education adapted to
World gradually developed.
The discovery of America gave the potato plant to
.tion. It is interesting to know that although it is
erican product, it is called the “Irish potato.” The
~ttlers in this country were slow to adopt tjie potato.
long time it was considered to be poisonous. It
~ught that, if a man ate ‘it4~gularly he would surely
[‘he potato was early imp~brted into Ireland, where
regarded as a great delicacy. When Irish settlers
to America, they brought the potato with them.
~ors observed its cultivation by the Irish and gave
~ame “Irish potato.’9
~I’fflage practice 1n preparation for a crop should
a moisture, condition favorable to growth and
,in a surface condition resistant to wind erosion.
should be made to reduce the rain runoff as well as
.rpl the competing plant growth. For instance, the
~arking of wheat land after harvest is a very impor
ièans of storing water for the next wheat crop.
cultivation should be deep enough to control
~rowth, fine enough to maintain a surface open to
ready penetration of water, and coarse enough
•e clods to resist wind action.
A. ChoOse the best title for the paragraph. -
1 Industry and the Ix~dusfrial Revolution
2 The,Hándicraft System 3 Modern
Industrial Machinery A
B. What was one of the main changes caused by the Indus
trial Revolution?. 1 men worked more with hand tools
2 the home activities of men were increased
3 men began to work in factories B
C. After the Industrial Revolution the individual crafts
man as an independent worker was — +
1 practically eliminated 2 markedly reduced
3 greatly increased c
10
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph.
1 Social Conditions in the New World
2 Education in the New~ World 3 Pioneer Life
and Society A
B. Why did the European type of educational ~rogram
fail to satisfy the American pioneers? - B
1 it did not prepare for life in a new world
2 it preserved Old World culture
3 it broke down class barriers .
C. The colonists began to ‘demand schools which would —
1 give their children social distinction
2 give their children European culture
3 prepare their öhildren for life in America c
11
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph.
1 Why Potatoes Are Called “Irish Potatoes”
2 Potatoes Came from America 3 Potatoes
Were Poisonous A
B. Why did the early settlers not grow potatoes?
1 potatoes were unknown in America
2 potatoes were. thought to be poisonous
3 soil conditions, were not good B
C. Potatoes were called “Irish potatoes” because —
1 they were first grown in Ireland 2 they saved




A. Choose the best title for the paragraph.
1 Protecting Soil from Erosion 2 Preparing
Soil for a Crop 3 Tilling Soil for Moisture
Conservation A
B. What is the most important reason for cultivating
wheat land immediately?’
1 to receive and conserve moisture 2 to prevent
erosio,n 3 to kill weeds B
C. Wind erosion can best be~ resisted in —
1 fine pulverized ground 2 dry sandy ground
3 cloddy ground c
1 2 3
1 ‘ 2 3
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ows. The answers to the. questions in Column
und in the index ,below~ .Eirst read the question
n find the desired answer by looking: under the
topic in the index. Then locate your’, answer.
e possible answers given with the’ question and
e answer space in the margin which ‘is numbered
e. ‘ .
the samples carefully’ before you try to answer~
tions. ,
at Sample A. In the index under “Indiana”
Lfind the ~rord “coal” and the page reference, 145.
~ird among the answers given with the question;
~tird answer space has been filled in.
‘at Sample B. ~See if you can fini the answer
adex. The cori~ct answer space is marked.
eI~ the rernaining~’exercises the same way.
~INDEx
agricultural possibilities, 213, 214; cOmmerce, 214,
~xports, 214 (Fig. 147); flsherie~ and forests, 210—212;
~ms, 210; imports, 214; map (Fig. 129), facing 197.
ia: map of, ~i~; admission to Union, ,~i8.
22—24; deserts, 216;.’farmlng, 125, 124—131; lack of
battle, ,~o; manufacturing, 262; map (Fig. 192), fac
~; plains, 129; rice, i~i; silk, ‘3’, 142; troubled con-
124. -. . S ‘ -
up: defined, 24; boys and girls, 26; responsibility of,
—85; duties of, 29—30, 49—50. See also Americans~.
iities: definition, see Community; kinds of, g—~8;
of, ix—x~; growth. of, x~; large and ,~niall, 15—18;
~atión of, 19—20, 42, 49, ii~; and health, ~ and
otéction of life and property, ~5’; and education, 6~—66;,
~auty, ,72—85; money for expenses, 87—98; organization
-iii; dependent upon each other, 139.
iAmerica, 187; Argentin~, 282; United States exports
~o), 282—284; plant, 187; industriaLuses of, 189.
city,- xo8—x ,~; county,. 125; stat1e, 120-127; national,
68. See also Constitution.
roducts: I82—~84; in Northern states, 182—183; states
g in production, 83. Se,e at~o Cattle.
k: commerce, 411, 414; e~orts, x8o, 411 (Ftg. 262),
nap (Fig. 258), 408; possØions, 242; resources, i8~-
~48—I55; ancient, 148—150; aniline, x5~—i55; .cochi
50—I 52; discovery of native Amei~ican, i5o; dyewoods
‘otest); manufacture in’ the United States, i~; recent
sé in value (Chart ‘5), i54; substitutes for natural,
value of aniline,’ 154—155 (Fig. 20), 158. See also
neal. ‘.
S’ee Wheat. . ~ ~.
6—i5~; as fuel, 4~ ;/waste, 49—50. See also.Power..
coal, ,4,~; corn~, ~; hogs, 8S; oil, 159; wheat, 85.
Is: 224—225; Alaska,- 275; deserts, 221—222; east of
in Sea, 304; Lapland, 294; n’umber of miles in United
(Fig. 24), 226; Moscow, 296; spur track; 239. See
ransportation.
defined, 48p; American Men of, 482.
482—488~ advantages for, 483—484; Arctic OCean, 396;
iØs’ with white people, 388;- Hawaiian sugar,. 465. See
ommerce. . ‘
~ 55, 340-344; Grand Canal, 341—343 ; manufacturing,
SAMPLES.
A. On what page will you find information about coal
in Indiana? 1 85 •2 88 3 145 4 146 5 159 A
B. Can you find ~formation about the schools of Den
mark? 1 Yes 2 No
1. Next to what page can you find a niap of China?
1 125 2 126 3 127 4 131 5 142. . .1
2. Does the index tell whei~e to find information about
the U. S. courts? 1 Yes 2 No 2
3. On what page can a definition of science be found?
1 465 2 467 3 475’ 4 480 5 482. .
4.’ Under what topic can you, find additional references
to citizenship? 1 courts. 2 communities
3 health . 4 Americans 5 science ‘ .4
5. What-is the number Of the figure which shows some
thing about the numb~r of miles of railroads in the
United States?
1 24’ 2’ 224 3 226 4 275 5 239. . .5
1L On how many pages is a, continuous discussion given
about fisheries and forests of Alaska?
11 22 33. 44 55 ii
12. Information about the admission of California to the~
Union is given on what page?
1 310 2 312 ~3315 4 317 5 318. .12
13., On how many different pages
gi~ren to wheat in Indiana?
11 22 33 44’.
TEST 7.”
- . . , - Iowa Sflent R~a4ling: New Ed.:-Ad~ M,
LOCATION OF INFORMATION ‘‘
PART A. - USE OF THE INDEX
6. Under what entry does the index refer you to addi
tional information about trade.? ‘
1 transportation 2 raifroads 3 trucking
4 commerce 5 manufacturing 6
7., On what page wiU~ be found information about the
growth of communities?
1 9 2 10 3 12 4 20 5 13W -r
8. What is the number of the chart-showing the’ 1 5~
different kinds of wheat? ‘ : - — /
111 215 348 451 557 ‘a
9. Does the index tell you on what page you. can find
something about elephants? 1 Yes . - 2 No.. .
10. On what page can you learn about substitutes ‘for
natural dyes? 1 155 2 153 3 152 4 149 5 14810
:?~
Ii,”: *








1. 2 3 ~
1.23 5~
12 :
1 ,2 ,3 4
1 2 3’ 4~ ~
H H-- H ‘ H
1 2 3 .4 -~:~-
1/2 ‘3 .4 s:’’
1 2’ ‘3,~.4. ~-5.,.
1 2’ 3: -4:5
are brief references
55 13
14. On what page is a discussion ..6f the possessions of
Denmark given? . -
1 411 2 273 3 262, 4 258 ‘ 5 242. .14
15. Under what ‘other word would you look for further
fertilizers for, 48; insects injurious to, 51; kinds of information about the courts?
t is), 43; preparation of seed bed, ~ when to sow, . 1’ law 2 lawyers 3 judicial ‘ 4 legal
~or1d’s bread grain, 52; wheat diseases, ~ 5 Constitution ‘.15
‘Do not turn this page until you are told to so. , ‘ . . . ..
- ~- NUMmRIG5T~A’ O’i 2 34L6’789~MI2I3I~I . . - - :~
Standard Score 111 123 135 143 150 155 159 164 169 175 181 185 189 193 202 21~j
“S I
• TEST 7. LOCATION OF INFORMATION
PART B. SELECTION OF KEY WORDS -
ONS. This is a test of your ability to choose key words for use in looking up information in an index. Study
pie. Read each question and note that four numbered words or phrases are giveh below it; Three of these
r phrases woulik, if looked up in an index, be likely to lead to an answer to the question. One of the numbered
puld not help in locating the information. Locate this one word or phrase, the one that would not help, and note•
Iber. Then fill in the answer space at the right of the exercise which has the same number as the word or
‘which you chose. The sample is answered correctly.
What is the value of our annual corn crop?
• - 1 crops 2 wheat 3 corn 4 sweet corn
-many transc~tinentaI air routes were operating in the United States in 1940?
1 a’y~iation 2 air routes 3 canals 4 U. S. mail
iat is the value ~f our annual cotton crop?
1 sugar cane 2 Southern, states 3 cotton 4 agriculture 2
Japan the most i~portant industrial nation in the Orient?
1 Japan 2 Orient 3 fisheries 4 industrial nations a
ts Napoi~on defeated by the Duke of Wellington at Waterloo? + \
1 Waterloo 2 Wellington 3 Napoleon 4 defeat 4
I the League of Nations settle the dispute between Italy and Ethiopia?
1 Ethiopia 2 dispute 3 Leagu.e of Nations 4 Italy 5
nitrogen for fertilizer shipped into this country from Chile?
1 ships 2 fertilizer 3 nitrogen 4 Chile 6
w large an army did General Lee command at Appomattox?
• 1 Appomattox 2 Federals 3 General Lee 4 Civil War 7
es erosioii by wind cause any loss to the soil in the United States?
1 erosion 2 wind 3 soil 4 loss
• .~ 16+~
the Antarctic more difficult to explore than the No~th Pole region?
1 Arctic 2 South Pole 3 Antarctic 4 equator 9
iat was the total crop loss due to hail in 1938—39?
1 hail 2 insects 3 crops 4 crop damage 10
is James Russell Lowell the author of the Biglow Papers?
1 poem 24fmerican literature 3 Lowell 4 Biglow Papers ii.
ike tuberêulosis death ra~ declining in the United States ~ V
- 1. tuberculosis ‘ 2 ,tuberculin 3 declining 4 public health 12
~at is the value of our annual sujply of cotton produce? - V V
V 1 cotton 2 cotton goods 3 cotton products 4 annual supply 13,
LS Lee the command~r of the Union Army during the Civil War? V
1 Lee 2 Civil War 3 commander 4 Union Army 14
Lat purpose did ~Ti1liam Booth hope to serve when he or~anized the Salvation Army?
V 1 W~fliam~ooth 2 Salvation Army 3 salvation 4 army. V 15
w does Russia rink among European countries~ in oil production?
1 oil 2 Russia 3 Europe 4 petroleum 16
is Thomas Jefferson one of the original signers of the Constitution of the United States? V
1 Thomas Jefferson 2 signer 3 constitution 4 constitutional convention ‘.17
is Joifre the commander of the French forces in Vthe first World War?
V 1 commander 2 Joifre 3 French army 4 World War is
ien~did the United States Army begin to use planes for combat purposes? V
V 1 aeronautics V 2 combat 3 aerial navigation 4 aircraft carriers 19
textile manufacturing an important industry in Massachusetts? V
1 man~.zfacturing V 2 textiles 3 cotton industry 4 Massachusetts 20
Stop here. Wait for further instructions. V
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DIRECTIONS. Place a check mark (v’) in the parentheses after each correct
spelling, as. in the sample..
I Ingglish ( )
SAMPLE. I English (v’)
f alli~ëady . . . . .~ ( ). ~ ‘f d~in~ (to die).. . ( )
already ( ) [çlieing (to die). . ( )
~ f guard ( ) 18 f piece (a part) . ( )
gaurd ( peice (a part) . ( .)
j~ having C ) f lovable . C )
haveing C ) loveable. . c... . ( )
‘f forty . . ( ) ~2O J griev~ous ... . .. ( )fourty ( ) I grievous ( )
maintainance . . ( ) f their. (pronoun.) (. )
maintenance. . . ( ) there (pronoun) ( )
6 government.. . . ( ) f cri1~R~ism ( )goverment . . . . ( ) critisism ( )
repineing C ) ~ sieze .. C )
repining C ) seize C ).
8 f procedure ( ) ~ f controling C )proceedure... . ( ) I controlling... .. C )
~ f re~iculous ( ) . ~ J preperation ( )ridiculous ( ).‘ ~ S preparation. . . . ( )
f predujice .... . C ) those C )
prejudice ( ) . thoes
S ~ useiñg ( ) ~ tendancy ( )
using ( ) tendency ).
village ( ) . ~ insipiant ( )
villiage ( ) . . incipient (
• arguing ~. C ) . ~ primitive C )
argueing ( ) . primative
• . f trys ( •) sugar ( .)
tries ( ) [ shugar
I pursuit . C ) ~ J indelible ( )15. ~ persuit ( ) I~ indelable ( ~
occurred ( ) . • j viligance .‘ ( )
ocurred ( ) I. vigilance ~ ~. . . . (




DIRECTIONS. Place a check m~rk in the parenth~ses ,nearest each correct
pronunciation~ as in the samples. Give careful attention to the position
of the accent mark.
as in Mte
~ as in care
~.asin~t
~ as in àbãte
a as in
äasinärm
0 as in serOne
è as in end
0 as in fOrn
I as in Ice
I as in pIn
8 as in old
Key to the markà used
ôasinlôrd 6Oasin boOt
0 as in hot as in Mót
•U as in pure g always as in get
üasinüp jalwaysasinjam
~ as in b~irn â~ô~arethe same as a8 8 ü except that~
ow as in ho_w these occur in unaccented syllables
said s~d ( )
SAMPLES. been . bin (v’)
does dö~z ( )
1. Arctic r’tik~ C )
2. banquet •1 . bàn’kwët ( )
3. Wednesday wèd’~nz d~.. . C )
4. . history hls’tri C )
5. impious im’pi ~s ( ).~
6. mischievous mis chëv’l us . C
7. recognize r~k’àniz ( )
8. penalize pèn’AlIz ( )
9 bestial b~st’i~l ( )
10. temperature tëm’pêr ~ tur. ( )
11. salmon s~.l’mün ( )
12. tremendous tré m~n’düs. . ( )
13. genealogy jën’~ ol’o ji.. .- ( )
14. dislocate dis lo’kat C )
15. regular r0g’ü lAir C )
16. lightning lit’ning ( )
.17. usually ü’zMlli . ( )
18. ‘~perform prë form’ ( )
19. sagaciou~ s~ ga’s1~iüs .( )
20., column kOl’tim . ( )
21. inquiry in’kwl ri ( )
22. literature 1it’~r ~ toor ( )
23. genuine j~n’ui In ( )
24. arraigned r ranjd’ (. )
25. Iowa i’O W~ ( )
26. architect~ ilrch’l tekt. . ( )
27. children chfl’dr~n C )
28. laboratory ,. 1~b’à tO’rL. . ( )
29. ~athlete. àth’~1et ( )
30. drowned dround C )
31. height hIt. ..~ ( )








( ) his’tO rI
( )ImpI’~is
(~)mis’cbivüs
( ) rèk’Og niz
(.) pe’nàlIz
( •) bës’chàl
( ) tèmp’â cher
s~m’~n
( ) tre mOn’jtis






C ) ~ gàsh’üs
( ) kOl’yiim • .
( )XnkwI’ri.




( ) ärk’I tèkt
C ) chil’d~rn
‘C ) làb’O rã tO’rI
( •) ~th’let
(. ) dround’ëcl . . . (
( )hlth
C )Wl1~s




/ Cross Test: A
PART IlL RECOGNIZING -A SENTENCE
cI~ou- ‘•.
DIRECTIONS. Some of the follo’c~,ing are not properly se5ntences as printed.
Print a capital letter S in the parentheses before each of the- following
• that is properly a sentence, and before each that is not properly a sentence
print a capital letter N. I .
1. ( ) The boys had great fun and some hard work on their camping trip.
92. (, ) Wait for us. . .
3. ( ) Having had nO success with geometry.. .
4. ( ) Come if you can.
5. ( ) Especially found where some substance decomposes.
6. ( ) Red brick chimneys on all. the’.houses. .
7. ( ) These were taken in our mountain camp.
8.( ) Alic~ ventu~es into Wonderland. “-• ~. ~.
9. ( ‘)She explained making terra cotta tiles.
J 10. (~ ) Having been c~trefufly directed to this Itouse by a real estate agent. • :
- Group’B .‘ .
DIRECTIo~S. Place a figure 1 in the ~parenthese~ before each expression
which should be written as one sentence, and a figure 92 before each which
should be written as two sente’nóes. .
1. ( ) When be heard some one approaching, he stopped short. . .. \
92. ( ) We will build up a big fire. As soon as we reach .a good camping place.
3. (~) Coal miners wear little lamps on tI’iefr caps, and they are well paid since
the strike. . . . . .
4. ( ) The fog having lifted out of the valley, we were able to ~ee a vast’ stretch
of gray ocean and to make out .the smoke trail of a tramp. stea~ner, which
was itself,invisible below the horizon.
.5.. ( ) “That couldnot ha~e happened,” replied Anch’ews, “you know the con
ditions of the weather would have prevented it.” . .
6’. ( ) This is final, you may choose~ one cOurse or the other at on~e.
- S .. . .- ‘5 S
(lIt A) Number right (Score)




DiRECTIONS. I Some of the followin’g sentences are faulty, and some are
correct. Print a capital letter F (for “Faulty “) iii the parentheses before
each sentence that i& faulty; before. èaàh that is correct print a capital C. /
Cross Test: A
I
~l. ( ) Water passes through cerne~it as well as through brick.
~: ( ) His speed was equal to a horse. -: . . -
8~ (~ ) A monologue. is where one person carries both sides of’ a conversation.,
4. ( ) Fried trout arethe~ ~nostsüccessful method while camping. /
5. ( ) The teacher did not approve of Ella’s being late so often.
6. ( ) The repairing of old umbrellas is a tinker’s job. . V V V
7.( ) it doesn’t seem like I ~uiderstand this topic. ‘ V
5. ( . ) TO repair the fan belt was my first task ana then mending the punctured
inner tube. . V
V GroupD. V.
IV V DrnEcTIo.~ Some o~ the following e~ressions are no~ ~roperl~ one sen
tence as they stand. Print a capital letter~ 0 in the parentheses before V
each expression that is properly one sentence as it stands, and before each
that is properly twO or more sentences print a capital letter’ T.
1. ( ) Drawing instruments are used in this class, they are made in Pittsburgh.
~2. ( ) While I was traveling in South America, I collected notes upon the customs
of the na’tives, which I expect soon to publish in a book. V
~ (V ) pepper is adulterated by using pulverized coconut shells, these are imported
V. from the South Sea Islands. V V
V V 4• ( ) After I had e~ten a dish of the cereal, the iandlady surprised me by bring-
V V ing in some fresh toast and two soft-boiled eggs, whici she set down beside
V V V my plate with such a cordial smile and moi~ning greeting that I really felt
V quite V embarrassed On account of the extra trouble I had made; but my
V embarrassment did not prevent me from eating a hearty breakfast,’ thank-
V V ing her for her kindness, and following my thanks with a promis~ nOt to
V hO: late again for breakfast — at l~ast, not soon.
V 5~ V( ) V Uncle Fred wants you to come, toQ, can’t you?
6.V (V ) Coming to the little stream about VS1X o’clock, we followed it down till it
V crOssed the main trail, which we easily reached before darkness overtook us.
- V (Ill C) Number right (Score).
(Ill D) Number right (Score.’
V r
Groüp’E.
DIREcT;OI~S. Some of the follo~ring are not ~orrèct sentences. Print a
capital letter F in the parentheses before each. of the following that is
not a correct sentence in harmony with present-day good usage, and be-’
fore each that is a correct sentence j~’rint a, capital 1e~tter C. -
) Milt9n was señt to~ OxfOrd to study -law.
) He has never .played that piec~ so- well’, an~d he has often played it before
large audiences, too.
) Anne was the most léautiful of all ‘her cousins;
) Our books are widely us~d in Massachusetts, New York, and Ohio. -
) In the distance she-co~ild see the villagç where1 she had live’d years ago.
) While chatting with a friend, a fine trout slipped off- Martin’s hook.
) They offered him a substantial reward, but he firmly dçclined to accept-it.;’
) They always have to do nights what they neglçcted’ to do days. ‘. ‘:
) If a duck has, water poured upon its back, it runs off immediately.
) The letter should of been delivered at eight o’clock this morning. -
PART IV. PUNCTUATION
DIRECTION. Punctuate the following sentences in accordance with present-
day usage. . (Some of. the sentences may not’require further punCtuation.)
i. Send us a report whep you have examined the property,.’
- ~. They expected to visit Miami Florida before coming home.,,. -
8 I had always insisted that he wa~, honest.
4. Oh well she’ said the whole disturbance is ç~ly’ ‘a trifle annoying.
5. Neither could the doctor go himself nor could he send a ‘capa,hfe sub~tiI~ute.
6. Beat the eggs first aiId then fold them into the batt~r. , . .
7. My guest Mr. Felix Kirk ‘will’ be with me for seve~1 days.
8. I found the work v~ry difficult did you find it so.
9. Each. of thes’e should be somewhat like a distinct’ cornpositior~’ just as a
military company is a complete organization within-itself as well as a iinit.
‘in the regiment. (Punctuate. as’ one sentence.)
10. Your reasons seem to ,be’ sound nevertheless I am not convinced. -
- 11. The weather having becOme unsettled the camping trip had ‘to be 1given up.
1~2. While -we were, hastily eating a ‘boy about ten years old the son of a~ farmer
living near our camp came up to invite us to use the water from their well.
13. The London Times which has been published without interrupti~n since’
our Revolutionary War was owned by Lord Northcliffe. -
14. Agnes ‘has a generous. forgiving nature.
15. This preparation I arri showin~ you Mrs. Gordon declared the agent will.
remove - even ink stains from silk ai4 that is more than can ‘be honestly
said of, any other formula I feel certain. ‘ . . - ‘
(UI E) Number right ‘(Score)
(IV) Number right ‘(Score)
[6.]
— II~I~4. , , . L Ui _.. iii’’.
‘,‘
-j.








- PART V., VERB FORMS ,
Dm~c’rIoNs. Draw a heavy line under the correct form in each sentence.
In cases where two forms are correct, underline the preferred form.
1. Our team was (beaten, beat) in- the game Thursday.
~2. Fanny has (busted, broken, broke) one of her china plates.
3. Caroline could never have (did, done) that piece of work without Irene’s help.
4 I have never (eat, ate, eaten) such good pears before
5. How much have you already (gave, given) P .
6. .,~-Have you ever (seen, saw) a butterfly like this one?
7. You could ri~t (of seen, have saw, of saw, have seen) him.from where you sat.
8. I (laid, lay) the books on your desk yesterday.
9. I (set, sat) in your. room half an hour, waiting for you to come.
10. 1 have (set, sat) the chairs around the table~
11. Jack (digged, dug) around in the garden a ~ialf hour before breakfast. ‘
.All of the boys had (gone, went) before six à’clock.
13. Have you ~rang, rm~g) the bell yet P.’ . . .
14. Has the mail (come, came) yet ?‘ - , ‘ /~
15. The birds have already (drunk, drank) all the-water from their dish.
16. . The teacher (wrote, has wrote) the ‘problems on the blackboard for us.
S PART VI. PRONOUN FORMS , ‘ S
DIuncTIoN. Draw a heavy line under the correct Lorm in each sentence.
1. If you were (I, me), would you g’ to that dance P ., S
~Z. Jessie gave Roy and (I, me) some new books. . S
8. , No one, dances more gracefully than (she, her).,
4. ‘He knew it.to be (we, us). ‘ . S. S ‘
5. It ‘isn’t for such as (we, us)’ to dictate to them. .
6. ‘She is no better than (he, him)~ . ‘
7. (Who, Whom) do you think I am? . ,
& (Wl~o, Whom) do you take me to be?
9. (Who, Whom) do you have in mind for the place?
10. (Who, Whom) was the gift intended for? ‘ . .
‘11.’ (Whoever, Whomever) ‘would promise to read the book got a copy as a gift.
1~2. (He, Him) that is pure I will in no wise cast out. , ‘ ,
(V). Nu,mber right (Score)
(VI) Number right (Score)
(vi S S
Cross Test: A
PART VII. IDIOMATIC EXPRESSIONS
DIRECTION. Draw a heavy line under the correct form in each sentence.
1. I wish I (could of~ could have) seen that play.
• 92. I regret to part (with, from) you after these pleasant vacation days.
8. I find that I am obliged to differ (from, with) you upon that question.
4. You will notice on close comparison that this pattern differs (with, from) that.
5. He was ashamed (with, of, by) his c~nduct.
( 6. Try (and, to) see us again before yoi~ go.
7. He (would have, would of) gone if we had been ready in time.
• 8. The instructor was (sort of, somewhat) surprised.
9. Clara arrived at her conclusion indepe~≤lent (of, from) any help that was~
offered to her.
10. The Chief Justice dissented (to, from) the opinion of the other judges.
PART VIII. MISCELLANEOUS FAULTY EXPRESSIONS\
DIRECTIONS. Some of these sentences are faulty. Print a capital
7 letter F in the parentheses before each sentence that is faulty, and before
each that is correct print a capital letter C~.
1. (. ) Yourself and friends are expected to be present.
7 92. ( ) At least these men are humans ~nd should be treated so.
8. (, ) I have made my sweater just like yours. -
4. ( ) Did you even suspicion a birthday party?
5. ( ) She took it off of your table just this morning.
6. ( ) Have you got your check for your week’s work yet?
7. ( ) I am sure yOu hadn’t ought to expect very much from him today..
8. ( ) You are very liable to get the wrong verb in a sentence like that.
9~ ( ) Are these the books you sent for?
10. ( ‘~ I believe him to have been perfectly honest.
11. ( ) The speech was illy prepared and, badly elocuted.
192. ( ) I do not know if I have all these right or not.
‘I 18. ( ) Leave me have another d~y to complete this long Iesso~ if you can.
14. ( ) He thought he would probably be going again next week.
15. C ) He shall decline .your offer, I feel sure.
• S / • .•
(VII) Number nght (Score)
(Vifi) Number right ‘(Score)
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f shining ( )
[shinning ( )
~ truly (.truely (
.r whoes (
twhose
14 f labratory (
[laboratory (
~ fdieing (coloring) . (• [dyeing (coloring) (
16 f accuracy-S ( .)
• [acuracy ( )
17’ f alleigance (. )
[allegiance ~. (
18. Ipeaceable V •‘(
[peacable ~.. :(H)’
19 f stoping (I,)
[stopping )
~ intresting •:. . . ( ‘)
[interesting V. ( )
~i f toO (adverb) (. )





f 1oosing~ (faiUng to win) ‘C ~)
[losing (failing to win) ( )‘
~ f CfltISLze . ( )(criticize ( ).
~6 I there (adverb) C.~ )
(their (adverb) )
~ f parliament ( )[parlaiment .( )
~8 f existance ~. - C. )[existence (~
~ [lightning (flash) ( ‘)• [lightening (flash) . . . . (‘ )
30 ~ nickel ‘. ( )
• [fickle C )‘
~ f negroes .. ~ . • ( i:),[negros (.)
f buisness .... . . ( )
[business ( )
(I) Numb~r right ~.. . (Score)
PART I. SPELLING Cros~ Te~t:
DIRECTIONS. Place a check mark (v’) in the parentheses after each correct
spelling,. a~ in the sample.



















[ViV~..~;. VV_~q~V~VVIVV~ •V~~VV V~V~I k IV~~V •V V~•
~VV~• ~
[S I
(II) Number right. (Score)
Cross Test: B
PART II. PRONUNCIATION
DIRECTIONS. Place a check~’mark in the parentheses nearest the cor~ect
pronunciation, as shown in tI~e samjles. Give careful attention to the
position of the accent mark. V
. Key to the marks used V
aasinfate ëasinser~ne ôasinlôrd V OOasinbOOt
a as in care ~ as in end V V 0 as in hOt V ~6 as in f~t V
aasinat êasinfOrnV uasinpure - galwaysasinget
a as in arm i as in ICe V tas in tIp. j always as in jam V
a as in âbaté ~ in p~n as in bi~rn are the same as a 0 o exceptthat
a as in all ö as in old V ow as in how these occur in unaccented syllables. -
Isaid sad ( ) (v’) sèd V V
SAMPLES. ~ been bin~ V• (V) (V ) bOn. V V
~ V ~ does V d~öz ( ) (v’) dtiz V V
I. villain; vil’~n C ) C ) vil’yan
2. gape g~p ( ~) ( )gap V
3. idea II dO’â ( ~) ( ) I’d~ a
4. evidently èv’~ dent II ( ) ( ) ëv ~ dOnt’li
‘ 5. irrelevant... ir rëv’è 1~nt ~ ) C V ) ir rèl’è v~nt’
6.. plagiarisrn pla’g~r ~sm . ( ) C )~ plA’~i är Xzm
7. address a drës’ V ( ) ( ) àd’drès V
8. irrevocable ir rO vok’a b’Vl . . ( ) ( ) I rèv’O kà b’l V
9. sword sword ( )‘ ( ) s~rd V
10. again a gën’ (~ ) ( ) a g~n’ ~V V
11. opportunity Op Or tün’i ,tX ( V ) ( V ) Op ~ tOoxi’i tI
12. rinse. . ; rins ( VV) ( ) rëns
13. hospitable V h~s pit’ã b’l ( ) ( ) hOs’pi t~ b’l
14. zoology -. zO. 01,0 jI ( ) V ( ) zoo Ol’O ji
15. formidable fôr’m~ dâ b’l. ~ (V ~ ( .) Mr m~d’à b’l
V 16. cavalry kal’va rI ( ) ( ) kàv’äl ri
V 17. quantity kwOn’ti ti. V ( ) ( ~) kwOn’i ti
18; strictly strIkt’li ( ) ( ) strnc’u
V 19. granary V gr~n’ri ( V ) (~ ) grAn’â ri V
V 20. exquisite ëks’kwl zit ( ) (‘) ëks kwiz’It -
V 21. bouquet bo kã’ ( V ) ( ) bSö kä’ VV V
V 22. surprise sl~r Vpriz’ ( ) .( ) sup priz’ V
• 23. acclimate ~ kli’m~t ( .) C ) ~k’iI m~t V
24. Italian I t~l’y~n ( ) ( ) ~ tàl’yàn V
V 25. contractor kOn tr~k’têr ( ) ( ) kOn’tr~k têr
V 26. jewelry jü’ël rL ( V ) (V ) jôöl’ri V~ V V
27. dolorous dOl’Oi~ us ( V ) ( ) dol’ôr ~ V V
28. presentation .. pr~’èn tã’shün. ( VV) C ) pre~zen tã/shfin
29. machinery m~ shOn’ri ( ) ( ) ma shën’êr I V V
30. different dIf’frënt V) ( ) dlf’êr ënt V V
31. research rO’sêrch ( ) ( ) ré s~rqh’





• • ~ ‘-~
- I “ Cross Te~t~ B
PART III. RECOGNIZING. A’ SENTENCE.
DIRECTIONS. Some äf the following are not properly sentences as
printed. Print a capital letter S in the parentheses before each of the
following that is properly a sentence, and, before each that is not properly
a sentence, print a’ capital letter N.
) While we bring ,up the camp equipment.
) Having a few. days of leisure, Corwin set out to camp in the hills.
) Bacteria are microscopic organisms.
) She wasted her time while her mother worked. ‘ ‘
) We make our garden early in May.
) Alice’s adventures in Wonderland.
8. ( ) Having balanced his books before he left fhe store.
9. ( ‘ ) These are the columns, added with great. care.
~O. ( ) To be or not to be,thatis the question.
GroupB- ~ -t
DIRECTIONS. Place a figure i in the paI~entheses. before each express~oi~
that should be written as one sentence and a figure 92 before each that
should-be written as two sentences.
1. ( ) The hunter tried to. move the stone, which he found to be very heavy.
92. ( ) My next experience was in a- gr.ain ele’~,ator. Where• I worked two whole
summers.
3. ( ) Their method’was to dig the holes with a hoe ‘and then to drop two or three
‘grains ‘of corn into each hole. ‘‘
4. (. ) I got) the idea from George Calvert, who was with the famous Hamilton
expedition, which explored the s~urces of the Amazon, while Weber was
comiI~g down the ridge of the Andes. ~ ,
5. ( ) Use thin paper bookmarks, do not mark your ‘place by• laying a pencil in
the book arid then closing it. .•
6. ( ) Shakespeare died in 161’6, did he die in Stratford or in ‘London?
(III .A) Number right (Score)
• ‘ -(III B) Number right, (Score)
‘[41.
Group A










DIRECTIQNS. Some of the following sentences are faulty, and some are
correct. Print a capital letter F (for “Faulty.”) in the parentheses before
,each ‘sentence that is faulty; b~fore each that is correct print a capital C..
1. ( ) The ‘Teason I was absent was because I was ill.
92. ( ) A.snob is when one person treats another as a social inferior.
3. ( ) Both correct speaking and correct writing are essential to a teacher’s suc
cess.
4. ( ) No objection was offered to Henry’s being absent three days.
5. (. ) The trying of the famous Wilmington case was delayed two years.
6. ( .) Can you remember if Carter was present at the track meet or not?
7. ( ) A vacant lot was found for a tennis court about a quarter of a mile long
and a hundred yards wide.
8. ( ) Making of blue prints is the’ next step following inking of the drawings.
GroupD
DiRECTIONS. Some ‘of the following expressions are not properly one
sentence as they stand. Print a capital\ letter 0 in the parentheses be
fore each expression that is properly one sentence as it stands, and before
e~ch that is properly two or more sentences print a capital letter T.
1. ( ) This man lives in North Dakota, and that state has some good soft-coal
beds.’ . .
92. ( ) Let’s organize a Campfire group among our girls as soon as school opens
in September. ‘
3. C ) Copra is the dried meat of coconuts imported from the tropical islands
which dot the Pacific Ocean. . .
4. ( ) As soon as I had eaten a dish of cereal, the landlady surprised me by bring
ing in some fresh toast and two soft~bóiled eggs, these she set beside my
plate with a cordial smile and morning greeting, and I really felt quite
embarrassed on account of the extra trouble I had made, my embarrass
ment, however, did not prevent me from eating a hearty breakfast, thank
ing her for her kindness and following my thanks with a promise not to be
late again — at least, not soon.~
5. ( ) Try to meet all your engagements promptly, even your landlady will think
more of your promptness than of your thanks.
6. ( ) Did you ‘ever work in a grain elevator in summer, there are many of them in
Minnesota.. ‘ ,.
(III C) Number i4he~ (Score)
(Hi D) Number right (Score)
[5]
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I Cross Test: B
Group E, . .
DInEcnoNs. Some of the following are i~ot correct sentences. Print a~
capital letter F in the parentheses before each of the following ~hat is
not a correct sentence in harmony *ith present-day good usage; and be
fore each that is a correct sentence print a capital letter C.
1. ( ) The active voice gives a more vivid è*pression thai~i the pa~sive.
92. ( . ) The material used was more elegant than her old hat.
8. ( ) The salary of a bricklayer is larger than a public school teacher.
4. ( ) That is the worst sentence I almost ever saw in a bOok.
5. ( ) When youfill the bottles don’t. spi1l~any of it on the table.
6. ( ) While returning from his work, Colby saw a large brown bear c-rossing his
path. S . .
7. ( ) .The leader was hanged, and his companions were imprisoned.
8. ( ) After passing through the sixth grade, my mother took me for u summ~r
in France. / -
9. ( ) Katharine would have liked to have gone too. .
10. ( ) This kind of rabbit is called a Flemish Giant. .• . 4
• . ‘ PART ‘IV. PUNCTUATION.’ ‘I
DIREcTIoN. Puuctuate the following sentences in accordance with present-
day usage. (Some. of the sentences may not require further punctuatiom)
1. Telephone me from the station if you have time.
92. The house stood I feel Iquite certain on~ the left side of the street insisted
Robert.
8. Try to master the use of commas sen~iColons colons and quotation marks.
4. She was obliged to give up the~’ idea of a formal’ dinner for the cook was
leaving.
5. A fountain’ pen which leaks and scratches is worse than none.
6.’ Will you try some of my raisin cookies. . .
7. Ask Clarence why his mother did not come with him.
8. After the farmer had• finished butchering some of ~the neighbors old friends
• of his came oyer to buy some of the fresh. meat.
9. There are three causes poverty injns-tice and indolence declared the lec
turer Profes~or ‘Wharton. , .. . .
10. They did not come .by automobile they came by airplane. (One sentence.)
11. He declared that he was entirely satisfied. ‘ . .
192. You may have a good ‘reason for what you are doing Andrews replied
.but it is I must say entirely unconvincing to me.
13. Long’s Peak Inn which is in a beautiful flower-strewn meadow at the base
of Long’s ‘Peak in the ‘Rpcky Mountain National Park was the home of
Enqs Mills the naturalist. .
14. The trail above ‘timber line being too rough for our horses we left them at
the boulder field and went on afoot.
15. Of the two paths before us we chose the one’ which seemed most traveled.
-: . ‘ . (III E) Number right ~. ‘ ‘(Score)
(IV) Number right (Score)
~6] .
• Cr088 Test: B
PART V.. VERB FORMS I
Dm~cTIoNs. Draw. a heavy line under the correct form in each sentence.
In cases where .two forms are correct, underline the preferred form.
1. The bell has (rang, rung).
~. Ned has (come in, came in).
8. I (done, have did, have done) all my work alone this week.
4. That little stream has (flown, flowed) along beside the road there for three
years. -
5. The other girls had already (went, gone) home beforewe came in..
6. The acrobat (s~ang, swung) up and caught the bar.
7. Foster has (wrote, written) all of th~ese correctly.
8. I have (laid, lain) the sticks in a straight row.
I (set, sat) the vase on your’ table. .
10. Philip and Neal (dragged, drug) the roller over the court to pack it down
solidly. .
11. Mother (laid, layed, lay) on the couch an hour for an afternoon rest.
1~2. Have you been (setting, sitting) there for a long time?
13. Has your Aunt Harriet (gave, give, given) much money to the associated
charities this year? .‘ . .
14. Don’t you think you should have (began, begin, ‘begun) your lessons earlier?
15. They could not (haye saw, of seen, have seen, of saw) that picture in Sterling.
16. Thç play had already (begin, began, begun) befbre eight flfteen~
PART VL PRONOUN FORMS
DIREcTIoN. Draw a heavy line under the correct forn~ in each sentence.
1. I’ took it to be (they, them).
92. Few girls play as wel~ as (she, her). ‘
3.’ It isn’t for such as (they, them) to dictate to us.
• 4. Tlieir opponents, were heavier than (they, them).
5. •Father expectsyo,u or (I, me) to meet him.
6.’ I. do not know (who, ‘whom) will finish’ the work.
.7. She is a girl (who, ~whom) I know to be trustworthy.
8. (Who, Whom)\did you say sits neai you? .
9. Nobody except yo~u and (I, me) l~as come yet.
10. Everybody is going but Mark and (she, her).
11. You and (he, him) may go next.. • . ,
192. (Whomever, Whoever) this letter was writt(en for should appreciate its com~
plin~ents. •, ‘
(V) Number right (Score).
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